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portant Clue In the Woolwich Dis
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Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Sheriff Henderson, while going
over the spot in Woolwich late
Thursday where the automobile
tragedy occurred when six persons
were hit and two of them injured
fatally, found a headlight rim which
he turned/over Friday to Lieut. Cush
•••
man and Officer Thompson of the
•••
Occupation Is the necessary
— basis of all enjoyment.—Leigh — State police. It was a Ryan Lite
Head Lamp type such as are used al
H unt.
••• most exclusively on large size cars.
••• ••• ••• *•*
•«••••••• $p Although officers had honey
combed the locality several times in
Possibly the greatest example of their efforts to find something that
the charge that the "beer propagan might help them in identifying a car
dists are merely spoofing the public that suffered damage from the im
is the Chicago Tribune, radical aand pact th a t came near claiming three
fatalities, their efforts had been un
fanatically wet.
Editorially the rewarded until Thursday when
Tribune claims that prosperity is to Sheriff Henderson was notified of the
be restored by repealing prohibition presence of the headlight rim by the
and taxing booze, but in a remark roadside. I t was close to the bushes
able front page story on Aug. 21, about 620 feet beyond the scene of
the Tribune told how it has over the accident.
come the business depression and
Lieut. Cushman believes this the
gone to prosperity on high gear by most important find thus far. for in
ingenuity, progressiveness and hard a check-up of damaged cars there
work. The Tribune did not have to j will probably be one that will have to
surround its great tower with beer have a headlight replaced.—Bath
saloons either.
Times.
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HE VISITED FOUR STATES

i
Two interesting Contests To For Traverse Jury Service At Chamber of Commerce Is O r
Be Pulled Off A t the Park
November Term—One on
ganizing For Winter Re Director Crie’. Tour In Interest O f Uniform Lob,ter
Theatre
Grand Jury
Measurements and “Chicken” Elimination
lief Work

TALK O F THE TO W N
The cement plant continues to be

------

The Senter Crane Company store
will close a t noon Wednesday to
! allow the employes to attend Union
conceded the advisability and neces-}pair
sl^y of something being done.
As everybody connected with the I The lobster fishermen are a bit
fishing industry knows Maine has a ! baPPier- The smackmen are now
paying them 25 cents a pound as
lobster measure equivalent to 10’* against the low summer level of 20
inches while the States which Mr. cents.
Crie visited have a legal measure
ment of approximately nine inches. The sun was shining in norm al
fashion a t the corner of Spring street
In some of these zones, notably yesterday, due, doubtless to the fact
Rhode Island’s, there is, however, a that Eddie Ingraham, the well known
patrolman was back there after a
closed period of six months.
Director Crie asked the depart fortnight’s vacation. Mr. and Mrs.
Ingraham spent the fortnight in
ments of the qther States if they Massachusetts.
would petition Congress for a law
The Whitehead Coast Guard crew
prohibiting the shipment into United
States markets of lobsters which searched Sunday for Chris. Olsen,
a Criehaven fisherman who had not
measure less than 314 inches from been heard from since he left his
the rear of the eye socket to the rear port Saturday morning. Olsen was
picked up by fishermen off North
of the body shell.
"This," said Director Crie, “would Haven during the day, and it devel
oped that motor trouble on his boat
eliminate practically all of the so- was the occasion of his prolonged
called ‘chickens,’ which are gener absence.
ally a drug on the market, but which
When the steamship Camden a r
control the price.’
rived at Bangor last Friday one of
the passengers, L. L. Richards of
Roxbury, Mass., was missing. The
DUE TO ACCIDENT
Bangor authorities communicated
with the Boston police, who notified
Autopsy and Investigation Richards’ wife. She told them
he had been despondent recent
Show No Foul Play In that
ly over financial losses.

An old time fiddlers’ contest will be
held at Park Theatre Thursday, and
an old-time barn dance frolic follows
on Friday. Both contests are in con
junction with the appearance of the
Blue Ridge Ramblers, famous broad
casting and recording artists, who will
appear three times daily at the Park
beginning Wednesday.
Several of the local fiddlers have
signified their intention of vying for
the local championship and some
keen competition Is in store. All are
welcome to enter this novel contest.
Each fiddler will be privileged to play
two tunes of his own choosing, the
winner to be judged by the audience.
The second contest to be held dur
ing the stay of the Ramblers is the
barn dance frolic and it will be a
rare treat. Each set of dancers will
consist of eight or more dancers who
will be privileged to dance and figure
or dance any they desire. In case of
a set desiring a figure caller, he may
either dance in the set or stand off to
the side and call without dancing.
Each set will be allowed to bring its
own music or the Ramblers will sup
ply any old square dance number de
sired.
The Blue Ridge Ramblers who are
sponsoring these contests are all n a
tives of the famous Blue Ridge Moun
tains of Kentucky, Tennessee, Vir
ginia and North and South Carolina.
—adv.

Six women are included among
The unemployment situation is
those drawn for traverse jury service less pressing in this community than
Horatio D. Crie, director of sea and
a t the Knox County Superior Court in many places yet the problem is a shore fisheries, returned home Satur-1
term in November. The full list real one and last night the Cham
day night from a four days’ trip
follows:
ber of Commerce called together a
Mrs. Nellie E. Achorn,
Rockland group of 30 representative citizens which had as its purpose a conference
Fred Y. Ames,
Matinicus from the several fraternities and with the fish and game departments
Wilbur Ames,
Rockland
Arthur B. Arey,
Vinalhaven social and civic organizations to con of Rhode Island, Connecticut, Massa
Richard H. Austin,
Washington sider the matter.
chusetts and New York in regard to
Mrs. Mabel Bowley,
Rockland
A special committee has carried
Herbert N. Brazier,
Rockport through a careful survey the past a uniform lobster law. As a step to
Hugh N. Burgess,
North Haven
ward that end he made a request that
Samuel J. Candage,
Rockland few weeks and found that before the
Charles E. Carver,
Rockport winter is over work must be provided there be held in each of the four
Randall J. Condon,
Friendship from extraordinary sources for some States a mass meeting of lobster fish
Leslie S. Hunt.
Cushing 300 men. This is in addition to what ermen similar to the very successful
Lendon C. Jackson, Jr.
Rockland the city may reasonably expect to do
convention which was held a t The
Mrs. Emily Jagcls,
Camden
Walter Joy,
Camden in the line of providing work. It is Thorndike, in this city, a few weeks
Warren proposed by the Chamber that an ago.
Herbert L. Kenniston,
Frank L. Knowlton,
Rockland organization be formed to raise an
Director Crie visited Boston, Provi
Thomaston emergency fund and supervise its
George E. Lermond,
dence, Hartford and New York City
Thomas Maker,
South Thomaston expenditure to best advantage.
and came in contact if not with the
John K. Monaghan,
St. George
Vinalhaven
T"1*s organization was completed fisheries commissioners some repre
John J. Phillips.
Rockland ‘ last night after a thorough discussion sentative in touch with the situation.
Clifford L. Raye.
Mrs. Effie M. Rowell,
Appleton of the pros and cons of the situaThese men displayed a lively inter
James W. Sayward,
..Vnlon tion with James F. Carver as chairWarren *
Alfred Sheldon,
est in Director Crie's proposition, and
Camden maR; H- p Blodgett vice chairman;
Mrs. Myrtle Sherman,
St. George 1Lenore Benner, secretary and D. C.
Mrs. Flora J. Smalley,
Thomaston Leach, treasurer.
Elmer E. Studley,
This executive
ALL ROADS TO UNION
Elmer True,
Hope committee was appointed to deter
Ansel Wooster,
Owl’s Head mine ways and means of raising the
This Is the Week of the Big
A solitary woman has been drawn
to serve on the grand jury which will $10,000 which, it is estimated, will be
North Knox Fair, Start
serve for three terms beginning In j necessary:
November. The list follows
ing Today
( J. F. Carver, Mayor C. M. RichardNorth Haven Tragedy
A tale of a rushing strike by a mon
Thomas Chisholm,
Rockland gQ,, j utjge w H. Butler, Harold
EFFECTIVE SEPTEM BER 29, 1931
Edgar H. Crockett,
Traffic heads Union-ward today
Copnty Attorney Otis, Medical Ex ster pickerel, the resulting fight with
Rockland Thomas D c Leach A p McAlary,
North Haven
Lloyd F. Crockett
for the opening session of the North aminer H. W. Frohock, Deputy Sher light perch gear and the loss of the
GREAT CONCERT SERIES
Rockland E. L. Brown, Col. Basil Stinson, H.
A. M.
Maynard Crockett,
iff C. Earle Ludwick and Miss Pearl reel under the strain is told by Perley
Camden P. Blodgett and John M. Richardson. Knox Fair—bigger, better and busier Borgerson, stenographer, were in Merrifield and Ralph Smith of a re
8.10
Rankin Block, Lv.
7.10 *7.40
5.40 *6.40
Fritz Kreisler, John McCormack Howard Derry,
than ever before in every sense of North Haven Sunday at the request cent expedition to Crawford’s. The
Warren
and Rachmaninoff To Be Heard In Alfred P. Gray,
Head Limerock St.
8.20
7.20
7.50
5.50
6.50
Washington
Ida M. Hatch,
the word.
of the board of selectmen to investi remarkable p art of the story is that
Portland
8.25
Foot Limerock SL
7.25
7.57
6.57
5.57
Rockville CONSTRUCT IVE WORDS
Fred Keene,
A Courier-Gazette reporter who gate the tragedy in which Dallas the fish didn’t get away but now re
St. George
8.35
Mechanic St.
6.10
7.30
York, his wife and two children were poses in the frosty confines of the
Maine's greatest musical* concert Frank Kerswell,
Union Forty Club Learned How To visited the fairgrounds Sunday burned to death Friday night.
show case at Wooster's Market. When
8.40
Rankin Block. Ar.
8.10
6.40
7.40
7.10
series will open in City Hall audi Maynard A. Lucas,
found that popular resort looking
Hope
the reel let go on Mr Smith’s pole his
Raymond
Ludwig,
It
was
regarded
as
a
possibility
torium,
Portland,
on
the
evening
of
Rankin Block, Lv.
8.40
9.40 10.40 11.40 12.40
Own a Home the Loan & "pretty as a picture." On the inside that the family might conceivably companion was able to catch the line
Friendship
Roscoe J. Marshall,
Oct.
9
when
Fritz
Kreisler,
celebrated
Head Limerock St.
8.50
9.50 10.50 11.50 12.50
Appleton
of the park the new judges' stand is have come to their death by violence and snap the pickerel into the boat.
violinist, makes his only Maine ap  Edward S. Martz,
Building W ay
Rockland
It weighed an even four pounds and
Fdwtn
B.
Richardson
Foot Limerock St.
8.57
9.57 10.57 11.57 12.57
pearance this year. It also marks the
the distinctive feature . Heretofore and the house burned as a means of is 27 inches long, not the greatest
Vinalhaven
1.10
Mechanic St.
covering up the crime, and it was
9.10 10.10 11.10 12.10
inauguration of the New England Guv Sawyer,
A
new
idea
of
the
working
of
the
the
officials
have
been
herded
into
a
Cushing
.
. ,
t
„
, this possibility which the officials caught in local waters, but well up in
concert season. He will be the first Leslie B. Seavey,
1.40
Rankin Block, Ar.
9.40 10.40 11.40 12.40
_________ “Loan & Building" principle was
Thomaston
the list.
two by twice structure not nearly were asked to investigate,
I of three great musical personalities Chester Smalley,
Owl’s
Head
J
brought
to
the
Forty
Club
yesterday
large enough to accommodate th em ., A detailed autopsy, performed by
I to be heard in Portland this fall and Lincoln Speed,
P. M.
South
Thomaston
1
by
HarRy
°
Gurdy,
treasurer
of
the
The city’s sewer department feels
winter. John McCormack, favorite Frank Wall,____________
local association, who spoke out of The new building is not only larger Dr- Frohock, with the assistance of
5.10
4.10 *4.40
2.40 *3.40
Rankin Block. Lv.
1.40
singer of three continents, appears at C U ArVYWZ r t f M V 1 A lY Y 1116 wealth of experience gained in 44 but Is surrounded by a balcony, and Dr. Daniel Woodman, revealed that that it has a t last taken care of the
4.50
5.15
4.15
Head Limerock St.
2.50
3.50
1.50
both Mr. and Mrs. York had inhaled troublesome problem of flooding of
City Hall on the evening of Nov. 5, OrlALA? W t-zr 1V11 L./-W I , years of service in the same capacity.
is painted white, in harmony with quantities of smoke and gases, the boiler room of the High School
4.21
4.56
551
357
Foot Limerock St.
1.57
2.57
while on Dec. 10 Rachmaninoff, dis
I Mr. Gurdy took his hearers back
tinguished Russian pianist-composer, Shows That the Fall Styles i to the beginning of things with the the white fence on the inside of the and suffocation or asphyxia from building. T he trouble has been re
5.30
4.30
Mechanic St.
2.10
3.10
current through several years and
will be greeted bv an all-Maine audi
5.40
4.40
5.05
4.05
Rankin Block. Ar.
2.40
3.40
.
_
.
t r
J organization of the first association track. From the grandstand every these causes resulted in their death. the heavy rains of the past few weeks
ence. Their coming to Portland is
9.40 10.40
8.40
Are Suggestive Ot Cirand- which took place In 1831 in Frank- inch of the horses’ progress may be There were no signs of violence, and brought
7.40
Rankin Block. Lv.
6.40
5.40
renewed difficulties. Under
made possible by Aaron Richmond,
9.50 10.50
8.50
5.50
7.50
6.50
Head Limerock St.
TYav
fort. a suburb of Philadelphia. The seen as there will be nothing In the all of the officials were satisfied that draining of the exterior slope, a
motner s May
j j^rst loal) was
made on a small
well known New England Impresario,
the deaths were accidental.
9.00 10.00 11.00
7.00
8.00
6.00
Hoot Limerock St.
siphon pump and other expedients
park to conflict with the clear view.
under whose personal sponsorship the
It appeared that the fire originated
9.20 10.20
7.20
8.20
6.20
Mechanic St.
.* ... *. **. u- j -...
house which is still in use. In 1931
been tried but did not entirely
"Silhouette, th a ts the shadow my there were u777 associations in th?
series has been arranged.
Nothing except the baseball dia from the explosion of a large kero- have
9.40 10.40 Garage
8.40
6.40
7.40
Rankin Block, Ar.
relieve the trouble. This time the
Sale of series tickets is being con lady of the fall of 1931 casts upon
mond, which will be in use today I sene can which was found In the main sewer has been opened up and
* Means Bus does not go to Southend, but returns to Highlands.
ducted at M. Steinert’s, 517 Congress fashion's background. You’ve only
only, and this will in no sense in- I ruins of the kitchen between the a farge rock and other material re
Sunday first Bus leaves Rankin Block 7.10 A. M.
street. Portland, Maine, and to this
terfere with those who have eyes for bodies, with its bottom blown out.
moved. The officials feel th a t the
to
look
at
the
shadow
to
know
why
address Maine music lovers mav di
the race track. Today’s ball game is i While the autopsy was in progress, problem has been solved and a better
we
say
'lady.'
The
gentle
curves
of
rect their mail orders, which w’ll be
between a Belfast team and a nine ' Deputy Sheriff Ludwick conducted sewer service for the whole neigh
carefully filled in the order of re- its outline are reminiscent of a
made up from Rockland and Thom- j an independent investigation, ascer- borhood secured.
I ceipt.
aston talent. There will be horse- j taining the whereabouts of everyone
period when gracious dignity was the
The audience which will greet Fritz
racing in two classes this afternoon— j who was even remotely suspected,
The death at Edgartown, Mass., ot
keynote of a lady’s behavior—the
Kreisler on Fridav evening. Oct.
a feature not down on the original | and the result of the investigation Howard W. Spurr recalls the name
period
from
1850
to
1890,"
says
will be representative of all Maine,
program.
| confirmed the opinion of the medical of an old-time Boston merchant
and this fact is established through Helen Spaulding, clothing specialist,
• • • •
| examiner that death was due solely whose firm, the Howard W. Spunj the advance sale of series tickets.
University of Maine, In speaking of
While the attendance is generally
accidentaI causes.
Coffee Co., located on Commercial
the fall styles.
street, was well-known years ago to
the largest on Wednesday it is quite
“We are hearing on all sides," she
RAPHAEL S. SHERMAN
likely to be more evenly divided with
FAST MOTOR BOATS the grocery trade in this city. Mr.
continued, “Second ’Empire’ and
21 Grove Street
TeL 103-W
Spurr was a native of Sandwich, and
Thursday this year, owing to the fact
Eugenie' applied to the new clothes,
Sales Representative
th at Thursday is American Legion Furnished Four Races In was in his eighty-eighth year. For
because the beautiful and charming
many years he lived in Arlington.
day, with four drum corps competing
SEA VIEW GARAGE. Inc.
‘Eugenie, Mile, de Montijo’ became
Tel. 1250
Rockland, Me.
for a silver cup and cash prizes. The
Benefit Card At Megunti- He had been retired from active
THREE DO LLARS PER PASSENGER
the bride of Louis Napoleon, Em
business a number of years. Some
drawing of horses and oxen also
Chevrolet Passenger Cars and Trucks peror of France, in 1853. She, as the
cook Lake
five or six years ago he took up his
takes place on Thursday.
Used Cars of All Makes
outstanding feminine figure in the
permanent residence at Edgartown,
Six fine acts of vaudeville will be
117&119Stf
fashionable world of those years,
The benefit motorboat races at to which during his earlier life he
seen each day of the fair, and the
typifies the period. In pictures of
midway, at the entrance to the park Megunticook Lake Sunday provided had been going for many summers
her
and
of
the
ladies
of
her
court
we
ROOM AND BOARD WANTED
is a succession of surprises and di excellent entertainment for a goodly Mrs. Spurr died several years ago.
An elderly gentleman wants room find some of the features most
number of spectators, and were well He is survived by six children.
version makers.
and board in Rockland for the win marked in this fall’s fashion picture
contested. The summary follows:
The
starters
in
this
afternoon’s
N O T IC E !
T h e Public Is Invited to a
ter. References exchanged. Ad —the broad shoulder, the narrow
Lockwood Ace Class—First, Leroy
Monday. Oct. 5, has been named as
races are:
W. II. Tolman’s Bus Line has a
dress WM. DICKINSON, 160-13 waist, the flat-crowned tilted hat.
Weed; second, M. S. Dick; third the-opening date of the Thrift Shop.
2.15
class—Peter
Azoff,
Gwen
spare Dodge Bus and a 5-Passenger
"The longer skirt, the high neck
Hillside Ave., Jamaica, L. I., New
Alex.
Dougherty;
fourth.
H.
S.
Bev
Articles needed as soon as possible
dolyn Aubrey, Peter Burgen, Minnie
Harmon Sedan for Hire for Trips.
line, and elaborate sleeves belong
York.
117120
for equipping the room which is now
The Sheik and Shadeland erage; fifth, Crooker and Joyce.
in Pete Edwards’
Tel. Rockland 271-M
to this period also, and, although
9.~d' ’ Vcteran Loan a?d Cochato,
Class
B
Open—First,
J.
E.
Drinkbeing cleaned and put in order are:
117*119
1931 in no way copies the tightly! "Building Official Who Addressed the Silk.
New Barn
2.28 class—Direct Patcher, Gyder water; second Forrest Brazier; third, One wicker chair, four common
fitted basque buttoned to the neck ! Forty Club
Johnson
Talbot;
fourth,
Crooker
and
chairs, two covered screens, sewing
Dewey, Aria, Reuben Glue, Mistrees
Upper Limerock Street
and the panniered and bustled skirt
Joyce.
accessories including scissors, thread,
Meddlesome.
of
1880
to
1890,
something
of
their
.
Handicap
Race—First,
J.
E.
Drinkneedles, etc., materials, yarn, knit
Doris Hinckley Eldridge
The entries for the Wednesdayinfluence is seen In the new dresses United States with 12 343.2o4 share
water; second, Johnson Talbot; third. ting needles, children’s patterns, one
"Following the silhouette down h o d ®{s wh0 had *8-828-611,925 in' Thursday horse races follow:
8.00 o’clock
Teacher of Piano
Harold
Allenwood;
fourth,
Crooker
desk lamp and clothes hangers.
2.12 trot and pace—Peter J. K.,
from its tilted hat, we come to broad vested.
Music by
Those having such articles to con
13 GRANITE ST., ROCKLAND
The first association in Maine was Molly R„ Peter Azoff, Strathall, and Joyce.
shoulders
accentuated
by
spreading
Free-For-All—First,
J.
E.
Drinkwatribute are asked to communicate
TEL. 1102
Watson B. Jr., Peter Yingling,
Clark Island Orchestra
voke lines, high shallow neck open- ^ W is h e d , n
,‘n
X
ter; second, Forrest Brazier; third, with Miss Gertrude Smith, general
116-118
ings. and wider sleeves Joined to the ^ ^ l a n d followed suit in 1888 large- Northern Knight, Sassy Marie, Sister Johnson Talbot: fourth, Harold Al chairman, telephone 847-J. Dona
garment rather below the shoulder * ‘^ouglr the instrumentality of Napoleon.
fifth. Crooker and Joyce.
tions will be greatly appreciated. To
2.25 trot and pace—Frances M. lenwood;
line. Although this fall’s version
1a te H . M_ Lord, then connected
Points Earned—J. E. Drinkwater, aid the general committee, these rep
! wltb The Courier-Gazette.
Mr. McKinney. Aria, Prince Cromwell, 1200:
Crooker
and
Joyce.
1090;
John
resentatives of the various local
does not mold the figure in the sense
wa~
original directorate Callie Baird, Ruth S.. Ruth Rose,
that the garments of 1880 did. the
U ? °n
° r‘8‘" a '
woo
ana
was made treasurer at that Ruben Glue, Rance. Emphatic. Lu son Talbot, 1009; Forrest Brazier, 722; churches have been named: Catholic,
bias
cutting
and
the
soft,
loos,
tex*
.
Allenwood. 613: Leroy Weed, Mrs. John Flanagan: Christian Sci
.
time, a position he has since filled Hall. Allen Harvester, Direct Patch- Harold
400; M. S . Dick, 361; Alexander ence, Mrs. Leola Rose: Littlefield
LARGE CLEAN BUILDING, 50x65
™
of X
the eRtlre satisfaction of all con- en. Russell Direct, Stella M.
Dougherty,
324; H. S. Beverage, 289. Memorial, Mrs. L. G. Perry; First
Just off Main street, on east side of James street, suitable for fac
nn, cerned. There are today 36 associa2.18 trot and pace—Peter J. K„
Baptist, Miss Alice Erskine; St.
tnmly held to the body at the not- ti
in Maine with $24,000,000 in- Moko McKlyo. Empire Boy. Harry F„
tory or any business that requires large floor spare. Rent low or on
mal waist line and the fabric vested
Peter’s Episcopal, Mrs. W alter C.
a sale will make terms satisfactory.
COMMODORE DICK
Mabie
Jr.,
Gwendolyn
Aubrey,
HarLadd; Congregational, Mrs. E. Stew
smoothly outlines the hips, while! The Rockland
* Bullding
wah,
Vi
Directum,
St.
Henry,
Bob
art Orbeton: Universalist, Mrs. Ar
C . A . H A M IL T O N
falling In straight rather heavy folds Association has faithfully served the Braden, Jingle Bells, Minnie Cochato,
Rockland
Man
Heads
Motorthur F. Lamb; Methodist, Mrs. H. V.
below the hips. This tall slender community all these years with no
29 CHESTNUT STREET,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 986-J
Frank
O„
Maggie
Knight,
Cecilia
gently molded silhouette Is the ac loss during the entire period, but
Tweedie.
116-117
boat
Association
Formed
Deforest.
cepted one for day-time garments in rather a reserve of $35,000 provided
2.20 trot and pace—Marda H ar
the fall of 1931.”
Last Night
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
against eventualities. Its subscribers vester, Miss Much, Pluto B., Myrtle
are all in Knox County and at the Harvest Worthy, Comet Harvester,
Motorboat owners who put on the
If you wish to test the boasted tol- present time it is helping approxi- Seneto, Emily June, Dusty Peter,
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
eranee of this age, try appearing mately 500 persons secure homes. It
Empire Boy, Shadeland Silk, Holly races at Megunticook Lake Sunday and listen to some music at least once a
last night formed a club to promote week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
for
among the pajama-clad in a night- ^as served well its dual purpose, the wood the Great, Riley.
regattas in Knox County. of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
shirt. Publishers' Syndicate.
, providing of homes to those of mod2.15 trot and pace—Peter J. K„ motorboat
------------------------------------------------ 1erate means but earnest purpose ar.d Peter Azoff, Mandy Forbes, Peter It is stated that it will not in any
O W L’S H EAD
THE SHEPHERD’S RESOLUTION
the providing of a safe investment Yingling, Mabie Jr., Miss Abbe, way conflict with the Camden regatta
PROFESSIONAL
Shall I. wasting in despair.
source. All associations are under Northern Knight, Sassy Marie, or the Maine Outboard Association.
Die because a woman’s fair?
Town
Hall
Radio Repairmen
Or make pale my cheeks with care
direct supervision of State Banking Henry of Navarre, Minnie Cochato, The idea is to put on regattas simi
’Cause another’s rosy are;
Department and provide unquestion The Sheik, Peter Bingen, Mary lar to the one last Sunday. This,
Be she fairer than the day.
W ED N ESD A Y NIGHT
All sets repaired and reconditioned
they
hope,
will
be
the
means
of
bring
able Integrity to investors.
Or the flowery meads in May.
Montgomery.
24 hour service on all repair jobs.
ing out a number of drivers who can
If she be not so to me.
A committee was appointed to co
SEPPTEM BER 30
2.22 trot and pace—St. Henry, not afford to own and prepare a rac
What care I how fair she be?
operate with the Chamber of Com Comet Harvester, Enid Direct, Peter
ing outfit suitable to compete in the
Call Phones 854 or 987-X
J. Carleton Davis of Rockport, a merce unemployment organization
Shall my foolish heart be pin'd
Sm
alley’s
Orchestra
Simmons.
Golden
Lassie.
Emphatic,
For Prompt, Satisfactory Radio
'Cause I see a woman kind?
boat builder, inserted the following consisting of E. A. Munsey, A. S. Ester O’Donner, Russell Direct, large regattas.
Or a well-disposed Nature
Twenty members enrolled in the
ROCKLAND
Service
632 MAIN ST.
Auspices Bay View Society
advertisement In the Classified Peterson and Dave Daris. B. J. Dow Sister Earl, Ruth S.. Frances M. Mc new organization, and these officers
Joined with a lovely feature?
111-tf
116-117
ling, store manager for the Central
Be she meeker, kinder than
116-117
Column of this newspaper, run Maine Power Co., was admitted to Kinney.
were elected:
The turtle-dove or pelican.
Oscar Tolman of West Tremont is
If she be not so to me.
Commodore—M.
S.
Dick
of
Rock
ning is one week:
membership.
What care I how kind she be?
the presiding iudge of the Union land.
races,
with
“Three
Score”
Ludwick
Shall
a woman’s virtues move
Secretary
and
Treasurer—E.
Wads
NEXT WEEK, MAYBE
SKIFFS of all sizes for sale, on
Me to perish for her love?
as starter.
P E D IG R E E D P U P S
worth of Camden.
hand and made to order. J. C.
WHOLESOME!
Or her well-deservlngs known
DAVIS. Union St.. Rockport.
The charter will be open for 30 Make me quite forget mine own?
Is is learned unofficially, says the
Ice cream goodness makes kid
Be she with that goodness blest.
days, with the hope and expectation
Bangor News, th at plans are going
dies and grotvnups everywhere
Which may gain her name of Best,
th«t 25 more members will be en
As a result of the 50 rents in forward to open the Waldo-Hancock
If she be not such to me.
partial to this delicious frozen
rolled.
What care I how good she be?
vested Mr. Davis sold 14 skiffs, span Oct. 1, or shortly thereafter.
delicacy. And no wonder!
HONG
The roadway and the sidewalks
At Chisholm's, especially, the
’Cause
her fortune seems too high.
Keys made to order. Keys mane
either from the stock he had on
KONG
HOTEL MEN POLLED
have now been completed and the
Shall I play the fool and die?
purest ingredients and the
to fit locks when original keys are
KING
hand or made to order.
Those
th
at bear a noble mind
electricity has been installed for op
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
finest flavors are used to pro
Where they want of riches And.
Members of the Maine Hotel Asso
Blood Lines
Think what with them they would do.
books provide keys for all locks ciation will vote within the next few
duce ice cream that is appetiz
The Classified Ads. In The Cou erating the lights at night. The final
coat of paint is now being placed on
That w ithout them dare to woo:
ing}- wholesome—refreshing as
without bother.
Scissors and days whether they favor modification
Females
rier-Gazette are effective. Just the steel work. This is an antique
And unless that mind I see
Knives Sharpened.
a summer breeze—nourishing
What care I how great she be?
$25. $35
of
the
Eighteenth
Amendment
The
call
770
and
state
what
you
wish
to
green, it looks a light green at present
and enjoyable to the last
Prompt
Service,
Reasonable
Prices
Males
ballot
was
mailed
Saturday
to
all
Great,
or good, or kind, or fair.
but it Is stated that it will darken
buy or sell, have lost or found, and
spoonful!
I will ne'er the more despair:
$35, $50
members and associate members ac
with
the
weather.
If
she
love me. this believe.
the little ad will 'do the rest at a
companied by a letter explaining that
Completion of the new bridge and
I will die, ere she shall grieve.
CHISHOLM BROS.
the results of the poll will go on rec
very modest charge.
If she slight me when I woo.
the
Verona
span
leading
over
to
the
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND ord and will be sent to the headquar
438-484 Main St.
I can scorn and let her go:
mainland is expected to double tour
If she be not fit for me.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 791
TELEPHONE 770
ALICE B. TUPPER, Criehaven, Me
ters of the American Hotel Associa
ist travel in this vicinity during the
What care I for whom she be?
96-tf
George W ither.
tion
which
is
making
a
national
poll.
114-115*117
coining summer.

BUS TIME TABLE
Highland-So. End Route

FLY

TO OR FROM UNION FAIR

W aco A irplane

R ockland A irport

BARN DANCE

H EA R

W ednesday, Sept%30

Ik

New CROSLEY

“LITLFELLA”

TO LET OR FOR SALE

5 TUBE PENTODE
Superheterodyne

RADIO
com plete with
Tubes & Tennaboard

ROCKLAND
RADIO HOSPITAL

DANCE

$ 3 6 .3 6

SOLD 14
SKIFFS

E. 0 . Philbrook & Son

ICE
’CLEAK

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie H ardw are Co.
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W HAT DO YOU SAY?

GARDINER TOO MUCH

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Was It a Good Summer or
Otherwise, From Weather
Standpoint

Rockland Faced Its Second
Defeat Saturday on Stormy
Gridiron
/

One gets a variety of impressions
when people express their opinion of
this summer's weather. For some it
was ideal; for some it was too hot
and too muggy—and one might go
on indefinitely. But just read what
the Associated Press had to say about
it:

Getting away to an early start by
scoring a touchdown in the first two
minutes of play the powerful G ardiner High football team defeated
the local eleven at Community Park
Saturday afternoon 25 to 0. Al
though the visitors featured no ex- j
ceptionally good running attack they
scored most of their touchdowns on
intercepting Rockland passes and re 
covering punts.
The Orange and Black kicked off
to Gardiner and recaptured the ball
on downs only to have Goud,' visit
ing halfback, intercept a Rockland
pass and with a clear field raced 40
yards for the first counter. Neither
team did any outstanding running
the remainder of the period, but
the next Gardiner again scored after
Goud intercepted another pass and
from Rockland's 40 yard line they
using simple line plays added an 
other six points. A beautiful tackle
on the locals one-yard line by Art
Flanagan, who played a stellar de
fensive game all afternoon, stopped
the Shoe City outfit from scoring
again in this period. The whistle
blew, ending the half just as they
were coming out of the huddle.
The last half was played in a
steady downpour and Gardiner was
in possession of the ball the greater
part of the period. Kidder went over
for his second touchdown of the
afternoon and Fossett scored the
last touchdown of the game in the
fourth period on a line plunge. The
only long run made by Rockland
in the entire game was pulled off by
Lee Thomas in the third quarter
when he skirted the visitors’ right
and for a 30-yard gain only to have
Gardiner’s safety man pull him
down and stave off the only threat
that the locals made for a score.
While the visitors' backfield fea
tured line bucks by Fossett and Kid
der. Thomas and Flanagan were the
tn ly ones to make any yardage for
Rockland. Lamb, Colby and Captain
Robinson broke up the most of the
attempted runs by Rockland.- Flana
gan, Connon and Achom were the
local defensive stars.
Doyle, Rockland’s midget guard
was out of the lineup because of the
injury received in a scrimmage last
week, but his position was capably
filled by young Bill Glover, who
should be a big help to Rockland in
the future. The score:
Gardiner High: Colby, McLaugh
lin, La Salle, re; Anderson, rt;
Hathaway, rg; Lamb, c; Rose, Je n 
kins, lg; Wakefield, It; Robiifcon
iCapt.) le; Kidder, qb; Goud. Fos
sett, rh; Falconi, lh; Lawrence, fb.
Rockland High: Connon, le; Hask
ell, It; Glover, lg; Crockett, c; Grey,
rg; McAlary, Achom, rt; Shepard,
re; Flanagan, qb; Thomas, rh;
Knowlton, Pietroski lh, Freeman,
Karl, fb
Score by points:
Gardiner ................... 6 7 6 6—25
Touchdowns made by Kidder 2,
Goud, Fossett. Point after touch
down, Robinson (pass). Referee.
Fitzgerald of Bath. Umpire, Fowler
: of Colby. Head linesman, Wotton of
Bowdoin
Time, four 9-minute
I periods.

Rockland, Me., Sept. 29, 1931.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declars th at he Is Press
m an In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
a id th a t of the Issue of this paper ol
Sept. 26, 1931, there was printed a total
of 6173 copies.
W. H BUTLER,
Notary Pubic.

Wherefore seeing we also are com
passed about with so great a cloud of
witnesses, let us lay aside every
weight, and the sin which doth so
easily beset us, and let us run with
patience the race that is set before us.
—Hebrews: 12-1.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 29, 1931

* * » *

The world groaned with weather
complaint this summer.
America had drouth and extraordi
The British people lie under a bur
nary heat waves. England had the
den of problems that easily might coldest, wettest summer within living
crush a nation less endowed with the memory. Southeast central Europe
doggedness which never yields to experienced late spring and a June
defeat. It was twenty-two years ago so hot schools had to be prematurely
closed.
th a t we found it possible to gratify
Germany's summer was remark
a long-treasured yearning for a suit ably short and marked by frequent
T
t
-J
of clothes bearing the London stamp sunless days. Italy alternately shiv
of fashion. It was in Sackville street, ered and perspired. France had to
go back to 1850 to find precedent for
Piccadilly, names in themselves elo the chilly wetness that afflicted her.
quent with history and fashionable
Belgium lost 60 per cent of her
suggestion, that we encountered the wheat and oat crop in unusually per
sign. "Tetley & Butler, Uniform and sistent rains and .her potatoes rotted
in the ground. Norway was extraor
Court Tailors,” and there it was, dinarily cold.
Denmark changed
greeted with a marked and friendly daily from brilliant sunshine to
courtesy, that we submitted to the shivering temperatures and ducked
OW it is e a s y to b e su re o f y o u r radio
judgment and expertness of mana- sudden thunder storms. Sweden was
tu b es. O u r b ig Jew ell T u b e T e s t e r w ill
.
...
, . „
j i cold and rainy,
gers and artists sartorially gifted. |
froze in the northern dis.
show \ on t h e e x a c t co n d itio n o f 'e a c h o n e o f
and out of which ordeal we issued tricts and sweltered in the southern,
th e m . Y ou c a n read th e r e s u lt s sh o w n b y
with results that even at this disIceland got the “breaks." her sumth is a cc u ra te m e t e r for y o u r se lf. T u b e te s t
tance of time stir the memory with i ™
er>usually a matter of only a few
,
„
i days, extended almost unbroken for
in g is free.
happy recollections. Here is th e , fo' r months
point. We have not been in London J The West Indies had floods and
Bring in y o u r ra d io tub es. S ift o u t th e bad
since those* days, but no year has I storms and finally a hurricane, and
o n es on t h is b ig tu b e tester. W e b o u g h t th is
passed without its message from th e 1across the Caribbean at Belize.
expensive e q u ip m e n t sim p ly t o g iv e you th e
..
,
. ,
, British Honduras, lies the wreckage
uniform and court tailors of Sack- Qf one of the year-s greatest stQrm
b est tu b e t e s t in g service p o ssib le.
ville street. This comes twice each tragedies.
year, a handsomely printed booklet.
Japan had a typhoon which left
Y ou w ill b e a m a ze d at th e im p ro v ed per
accompanied by a dozen samples of death on the island of Formosa.
form ance in y o u r radio set w hen y o u r poor tu b es
„ ... ,
.
China was the theatre of untold sufBritish suitings and replete with in- j fering in floods
are e lim in a te d . I t w ill o p era te j u s t lik e n ew .
formation in masculine fashions.
Greece received no rain since May
which properly considered should i excepting for a storm at Salonica a
D on ’t p a ss u p th e treat o f p e r fe c t radio
prevent the most fastidious dresser week ago. Mexico had unusually
rep ro d u ctio n , b u t bring in y o u r tu b es for
... ,
| heavy ram s and some disastrous
going wrong. We have never re- floods Spain was chiUy and wet in
te stin g at o n c e .
sponded to these overtures, with theft- the northern beach mountain resort
courteous letter calling attention to districts, and it was not so blistery
measurements, these twenty years | and sultry as usual in the South.
.,
.
, ,
.
Switzerland’s tourist triffic was
preserved for reference, but we do not virtually paralyzed by bad weather
cease to admire the quality in British conditions.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR MAJESTIC PRODUCTS
salesmanship thereby suggested. Som e1 Czechoslovakia. Austria and Hunday, not this year, perhaps, but some ' ?ar>' had ,the lowest summer tem585 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
i peratures in memory, and even exyear—the Sackville street tailors perienced snow.
confidently say to themselves—an
Temperatures and winds were genorder will come from him. It is the : erally erratic the world rfver. In
staying, bulldog quality, which d e - !801116 Places of Europe migratory
,.
x
.
.,
, ,
: birds began southward flight in Au"ON MY SET"
clines to let go. th at national char- , gust The cold discourage} sea bathacteristic which in the face of every \ ing and sometimes ice covered ponds
REAL ESTATE
I in which the waters should have
emergency keeps England great.
I been tepid.
! Frequent squalls on the European
TRANSACTIONS
BLOWING THE WHISTLE
i side of the Atlantic menaced shipj ,
, ,.
.
•:<ping
ping aand
n a in
in oone
n e case, aatt oSt.
i. iNazaire.
Nazaire,
The amended regulation of th e ; prance claimed the lives of approxirailroads, whereby the engineer must i mately 400 persons with the capsizLillian M. Chapin of Camden sold
lengthen his whistle at railroad cross- I ing of an excursion steamer,
land in Camden to Harry H. Joy of
ings, is chiefly for the protection of
Camden.
GROWTH I Oscar P. Chapin of Camden sold
motorists, in particular that class of [ A STEADY
_____
them who seem incapable of stifling i x ,
i r>
n i v
c?
•
land in Camden to Winnifred L. ConAnd here's our final warning to
a desire to beat the engine to the i 1s lNoted By rubhc Service ley of Camden.
have your set in proper condition
crossing. The object is salutary, b u t'
Company First Half of the Lillian M. Chapin of Camden sold to
receive the broadcast of that
land in Camden to Winnifred L. Con
it remains to be demonstrated to j
great baseball classic, the World’s
Year
ley of Camden.
w hat degree the lengthened roar of
Series. The first game will be
Elmer J. Hopkins of North Haven
played in St. Louis Thursday at
the whistle will curb that fault in: Summing up the operations of the
sold land and building thereon in 2.30, Eastern Standard.
driving. Then let us think upon the 1New England Public Service Corn- North Haven to James H. Tabbutt
people whose homes lie close to the '
for 1 firSt half.,°! 19,31'
of North Haven.
..........................„
President Spencer stated th at the
“Too Much Government" will
whistling zones. We should be inter- ■company had continued to show
Gertrude Talenbloom of Rockport
be discussed by Senator Bingham,
ested in the views of citizens touched steady growth in spite of prevailing sold land and buildings in Camden to
of Connecticut, in the first of a
Jesse Earl Harriman and Mabel Flor
series of Sunday afternoon ad
by th a t phase of the question—in economic conditions.
“June 30," Mr. Spencer stated, ence Harriman of Camden.
dresses on imminent public ques
Thomaston, for example, where many
bur records show that the company
tions, beginning at 1.30 p. m. next
H. D. Sawyer of Warren sold land
homes are adjacent to the tracks, and was serving a total of 250,555 custom
Sunday. Disclosing evils in the
in Warren to Nellie O. C. Borneman
in Rockland also where the number ers. This compares with a total of of Warren.
trend toward centralization of
authority in the Federal govern
is considerably greater. It has always 240.560 at June, 1930, or an increase
Ida A. Harjuia of South Thomas
ment, with its multiplication of
seemed to us that even the shortest of 4.15 per cent in 12 months."
departments, commissions and
The total of 250.555 customers is ton sold land and buildings thereon
note of the engine must to,those in divided among the various classes of in St. George to William Pirttinen
bureaus, Senator Bingham will
offensive citizens be cruelly disturb customers as follows: 184.832 resi and Lyyli Pirttinen of St. George.
discuss encroachments by the
federal government on the au 
ing, while this lengthened whistle, as dential or home customers; 22.352
E. A. Smalley and A. A. Peterson,
thority of the states.
the saying goes, seems rubbing it in. rural customers; 33,738 commercial Elizabeth Barton, L. B. Dyer, school
customers, consisting for the most
How would it do to make a law stop part of stores, hotels, etc.; 7393 fac board of Vinalhaven, sold land in
Vinalhaven to H. W. Fifield of Vinal
President Hoover’s radio ad
ping the motorist a t the crossing? It tories and other industrial custom haven.
dress in connection with the
certainly should prove a saver of life ers; and 2240 customers in other
opening of the new Hotel Wal
George W. Light of Washington
dorf-Astoria in New York will be
and incidentally contribute to the classifications.
“The fact that the New England sold land and buildings in Washingbroadcast from the Cabinet Room
lessening of the universal noise nuis Public Service Company furnishes ton to Angie Light of Washington
of the White House Wednesday.
ance.
its service to homes, farms, stores, I Lewis H. Young of W arren sold
The President’s four-minute ad
and factories gives it exceptional land and buildings in W arren to Fred
dress will begin at 6 p. tn„ as part
stability,”
Mr.
Spencer
said.
“This
|
a
.
Spear
of
Union.
THE CHAIN LETTER
of a special pre-opening radio
fact is borne out by the figures for
program.
Everett O. Davis of Long Island,
sales
of
electricity
in
the
first
half
We suppose it must be the quality
year. The total sales at June 30 N. Y., sold land and buildings in
Behind-the-scenes drama of
of gullibility inherent in the human amounted to 323,985.236 kilowatt- Union to Fred A. Spear of Union.
the great Russian retreat through
breast that sustains the life of that hours, an increase of 26.5 percent
Martha J. Burdick of East Gard
swamps of the eastern front will
ner, Mass., sold land and buildings in
old fraud the chain letter. Just now over the first half of 1930."
be presented in another “Thrill
One of the most favorable factors Washington to Annie W. Coombs of
its recrudesence appears in com
ers” episode by D. Thomas Cur
that Mr. Spencer mentioned has Whitefield, Maine.
tin, world war correspondent, to
munications addressed to members of been the growing use of electricity in
Alice S. Hall of Rockport, Emily
night at 9. Curtin, who saw war
local Masonic bodies, each of whom is the home. TOe use per home cus- F Murray oj Rockland and Rhoda
from both sides, will shift the
tomer
in
the
first
half
of
1931
averf
—
----......
___
t
solemnly adjured to assist in the task _, „„„ .
...
, | H. Hamilton of Bloomfield, N. J.,
scene to East Prussia. The epi
XX kllowatt-hours’ as compared
ld ]and in ^ 1 ^
Harry D.
of extending the "chain" three times
sode. entitled “A Stranger in the
yf ar ag°,’t a" mCyeaS® Of Walsh and Effie A. Walsh of RockMill," will be laid on the edge
around the world. To do this he shall 20.fth This a gain
results largely from
of the famous Masurian Lakes
write and send out nine copies of the the new electric ranges, refrigera land.
where Hindenburg made his
Ernest A. Young of Matinicus sold
letter to other unprotected citizens, tors, and other major appliances
great reputation by drjving Sam
land in Matinicus Isle to Frederick
which
have
been
placed
in
service
in
each of whom must thereupon con
sonov's forces into swamps dur
D. Foote, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
the past 12 months.
ing the Battle of Tannenberg.
tinue the silly business by insulting
Lyndon M. Johnson of Appleton
the intelligence of nine others, else AT GORHAM NORMAL sold land and building in Appleton to
MICKIE SAYS—
he "breaks the chain,” which repre
------1Winnifred V. Proctor of Appleton.
hensible action upon his part, he is
i By Catherine Brann I
Rose M. Davis of Rockland sold
----------------------------------------------- -x
These students have enrolled as land and buildings in Rockland to
warned, will cause him to “meet with
THE BOSS SEZ THAT ALU
great reverses.” So apparent is the juniors: Louise Dolliver, Rockland; : Sophie J. Welt of Rockport.
CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES,
Lois Harkins, Waldoboro; Marion
absolute asininity of the whole busi Orne, Cushing; Daniel Patt, Union;
LOPG-ES AUD ORGAWrzATIOUS
A WORD ABOUT WESLEYAN
WHICH ASK THE HOME PAPER.
ness that one marvels that anybody Nelson Collins Leland, Mt. Desert;
TO PUBLISH LOTS OF FREE
Wesleyan University of Middleabove the intellectual grade of moron William E. Hadlock. Ellsworth;
STUFF SHOULD WOT FORGET
should become a party to its propa Alenia E. Lake. Ellsworth; Carolyn F. town, Conn., has particular interest
TO BRIWG IU THEIR PRIuriklG
Crooker, Bristol; Marjorie I. Cutts, for Rockland and vicinity as Prof.
gation.
O RDERS TO TW' SAME
Boothbay Harbor; Barbara A. Ers Wilbert Snow, formerly of Spruce
PLACE'
kine, Newcastle: Muriel M. Farrin, Head, is a member of the faculty, in
THE BUSY DOLLAR
South Bristol; Roberta B. Hathorne, the English department. Although
Wiscasset; Marion E. Hitchcock, the University will not celebrate its
I t is the statistical department of Damariscotta; Grace L. Hodgkins, centennial until early in October, it
the National Industrial Conference North Newcastle; Rosaline M. Kaler, was exactly 100 years ago Sunday
Marjorie A. Nash. Jeffer that the institution was opened with
Board that puts forth cheering infor Waldoboro;
son; Corinne Waltz, Damariscotta; a total of 43 students and a faculty
mation concerning the purchasing Mrs. Lillian Wallace. Pemaquid; of four members. In the century that
has elapsed tremendous changes have
power of the American dollar, which Mary Worthley, Damariscotta.
come to the college, which has sur
is a t the moment greater than at any
Doris Col ta rt of Rockland, a senior vived various crises to find its prop
tim e since the war. Necessities and was elected a t a recent meeting of erty multiplied 120 times and its en
average luxuries, so the statement the Girl’s Athletic Council, to repre dowment mounting to the highest in
declares, that have cost as high as sent her class in the Athletic Coun the country on a per student basis.
Several thousand alumni are expect
year.
$1.64, can now be purchased for the cil for the coming
****
ed for the official centennial celebra
even dollar. Presenting figures in These practice teaching assign- tion which will take place a t th e Unisupport of this conclusion, the board ments have been made for the firs t' versity on Oct. 10-12. At th e first
finds that the present low level of ouarter at Gorham Normal School: j graduation in 1833 there were six
West Gorham Rural School, Eve- ; Wesleyan seniors who received difood prices has contributed more At
Ivn Winchenbaugh of Waldoboro; at plomas, and a parade at th a t time
th a n anything else to the decrease in Westbrook. Warren School Grade 1. was led by the town sheriff and a
th e cost of living, because such a Thelma Sproul of Bristol: Valentine brass band.
large percentage of the average man’s School. Grade 5. Fern Whitnev of
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
wage or salary is spent in that cate Rockport; Bridge Street School. will be open-Saturday nights here
Grades 3 and 4, Edith Wall of Rock
gory.
after.—adv.
8-tf
port.
BRITISH PERSISTENCE

G i v e Y o u r R a d io T u b e s

a R eal T e s t/
N

HOUSE-SHERMAN,

INC.

B U R P E E F U R N IT U R E CO.

FREE Breakfast Suite
With every G lenw ood R ange sold during our CLUB SALE w e will
give F ree a beautiful 5-P ieee B reakfast Suite, a handsom e Drop
Leaf T ab le and Four Chairs. All finished and decorated.
A G lenw ood R ange is the highest
grade cook in g ran ge m ade in
A m erica.
Prices a re reduced during this
sale.
Terms ca n be arranged to m eet
your purse.
A y ea r to pay. No interest.
A GLENWOOD FURNACE
WILL SAVE 1 -4 OF
YOUR COAL BILL
,',1/V it,-.1
A-< •..

P rices are very lo w now.
Cal! 450 R ockland and let
us send you a catalog.
SEVEN SUPERIOR POINTS
1. Large double door far wood.
2. Straight fire pot that gives
large grate surface.
3. Corrugated asbestos between
casings.
4. Triangular grates for coal.
5. Extra wood grate for burning
wood.
6. Check damper with chain
regulator to operate from
first floor.
7. Large water pan.

TERMS TO MEET YOUR PURSE

B U R P E E ’S

COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
! Some Interesting News Notes
Concerning a Busy Local
Institution

361 M a in S treet
The one session plan which has
gone into effect is very successful.
Classes begin at 8 and finish a t 1,
after which time, any student may
remain for further study if he wishes.
The students have quickly adapted
WORK WITH THE YOUTH
themselves to this new plan and
like the more concentrated work
Early Training Produces the Founda
very much.
tions of Good Citizenship
The self-initiative achievement
theory which this little college car
ries out is completely in acord with Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A few days ago I asked a boy of
modern academic ideas. If Jim can
do more shorthand than Bill, then tender years why he had not been to
Jim is permitted to work along as church cr Sunday school. His reply
fast as he can and still do it thor was that his mother would not let
oughly. The bookkeeping and type
writing students also work to the him. I have personally talked with
best of their ability. This is the ex I both the mother and father and
planation of the very studious a t found a marked indifference to the
mosphere which is a surprise to welfare of their • children. This is
many visitors and even to the stu  not an isolated case, for in my work
dents themselves. A self-achieve
ment program does away with any of the past, I have found that the
disciplinary problems; everyone is I same condition prevails everywhere.
The question th a t should arise in
kept busy.
There were a number of very wel j our minds is, “W hat will be the recome visitors last week—Neal Karl, ; suit?” Statistics show that a very
a former graduate of this school; large majority of the criminals who
Mrs. Joseph Brewster (Doris Black) are in our various institutions are
of Camden and George Kneeland of those who have never attended
church or Sunday school. Eighty
Sherman.
The week of Sept. 21 has brought percent of all criminals are under
some new students: Donald Perry of I twenty-four years.
If the children of these indifferent
Appleton, a graduate of Appleton
High School, Charles Blaisdell. of j parents turn out to be our criminal
Rockland, William Pullen of Cam problems of the future, who is to
den, and a graduate of Camden High ) blame? Our nation's greatest men
advocated the church and Sun
School, and Edward Barnard of i have
school. President Hoover, who
Rockland. Mr. Pullen and Mr. Barnard day
has done more th an any other man
were students at the college last in order that our laws might be en
year and are continuing their course forced, has said. “Our problems are
of study this year.
, moral and spiritual.”
G. C. Kingsbury, a representative
The church offers something for
of the Royal Typewriter Co. of New- the uplifting of our nation's moral
York, will demonstrate the princi ity and spirituality, while the Sunday
ples of expert typing during the school gives a training of the moral
week of Oct. 20. The beginners in and spiritual faculties of not only
typewriting are looking forward our youth but older citizens as well.
especially to this event even though My advice is th a t we safeguard our
they know he will give them an in nation's future by an active interest
feriority complex.
' on the part of parents in both the
Miss Mary Thomas, who graduated ) church and Sunday school. Our nain June, has a position with the J. i tion's welfare cannot be entrusted
B. Ham Co. in this city.
to anyone whose moral and spiritual
The spelling stickers of the week life has been neglected.
taken from the majority of mis
(Rev.) Milton R. Kerr
spelled words were: embarrass, em
phasizes, expedition, innuendo, and
S r ®
judgment. Could you have spelled
them?
& A

NEW ENGLAND DENTISTS
Members of the dental profession
from all parts of New England will
attend the annual convention-of the
New England Dental Society in Bos
ton Oct. 8-10. The program of this
year's meeting will center around the
fundamental and important subject
of diagnosis. Intensive courses in the
subject will be conducted by out
standing dental authorities during
the three-day sessions.

j
;
I

SIMON K. HART

MONUMENTS
j 53 Pleasant St. TeL 911-M Rockland
30Ttf

R o ckla n d , M a in e

WHITE ON THE JOB
Maine Senator-Elect Wants Wheat
Shipped Through Portland In
American Bottoms
Senator-elect White of Maine is
making an effort to have the seven
and one-half million bushels of
Farm Board wheat which is going to
Germany shipped through the Port
of Portland.
The Senator has made a request
of the Farm Board that the Maine
port be used as the shipping point
and has also asked th at American

i bottoms be used to carry this grain.
At the same time the Senator
made overtures to the Shipping
Board to use its influence in bring
ing about these two things.
It is yet too early to expect a de
cision in the m atter, but Senator
White will continue his efforts to
hav? the grain go through Portland
so long as there is a possibility of se
curing it or his request has been
graifted.
I If nations weren't spending so)
much money on the next war they'
could easily pay for the last one.—
Thomaston Times.

TUESDAY? WEDNESDAY

SPEC1ALS
SAUSAGE PATT1ES?

lb

20c

!

Our Own Maks— The First of the Season

PIG’S LIVER,
LEG OF LAM B,
LAMB FORES,
'
CHOPS,
PURE LARD, Pound P ackages,
FAT BACK SALT PORK,

3 lbs 25c
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

19c
11c
24c 1
09c
09c

THIS M ARKET WILL CLOSE
W EDNESDAY AT NOON
GOING TO UNION FAIR

Perry’s Market

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOW N
WEATHER
Rockland has now been a week on
standard time, summer warmth has
ended for another season, and morn
ings like this make us realize the
crisp charm peculiar to autumn. No
frost as yet, but the bright leaves of
the woodbine and a few swamp
maples here and there give a fore
taste of the riot of color soon to come.
Clear skies, north wind, 8 o'clock
temperature 52 and steady barome
ter—just the day for Union Fair, and
the weather report indicates that to
morrow will also be fair and some
what warmer. Yesterday afternoon
was clear after a cloudy morning,
noon reading 62, wind northeast.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 29, 1931
If Rockland "looks deserted the
next two days blame Union Fair for
it.
Edith I. Leslie and Alta Louise
Perry of Rockland graduated from
Calais Hospital last week.
The huge standpipe in Thomaston
is being painted by the Water Co.
crew, aluminum this time in place of
the original black.

s

IM O N T O N ’ s
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mrs. Helena Coltart, clerk a t the
Knox Registry of Deeds has moved
from 22 Fulton street to 180 South i
Main street.

Extensive repairs are being made at
St. Peter’s Church including remodel
ing the kitchens and placing the
Patrolman Carl Christofferson is heating plant in a new location.
having his annual vacation.
In Municipal Court yesterday Ern
est Achorn of Thomaston was found
The Highlands was agog yesterday guilty of drunken driving. He ap
when Pierre Havener’s new bus be pealed and furnished bail in the sum
gan its daily perambulations.
of $200.
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PARENT-TEACHER

NORTH WALDOBORO

Association Holds Its First
Meeting Oct. I 2—Plans
More Members

A. W. Winchenbach, Lydia Morse
and Margaret and Phyllis Newbert
were in Rockland Saturday.
Homer Carroll is attending high
school at Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague of
Warren were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Walter.
Mr. and Mrs. Hildebrandt were in
Waldoboro Thursday.
Guy Ames is visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ames in Town
send, Mass.
Mrs. Judson Benner of Warren
who has been passing several days
at James Storer's, returned to her
home Friday.
Lida Overlock recently visited her
sister Mary Kennedy in Jefferson.
Several members of Maple Grange
attended Pomona at Waldoboro last
Tuesday.

The first meeting of the ParentTeacher Association for the season
takes place Oct. 12, and in prepara
tion effort is being p u t forth to cre
ate greater interest th an ever, so
that the season may open auspici
ously.
,
While the membership at the close,
of last season stood around 300, a
much larger membership is needed
to carry on the work of the Associa
tion in an adequate manner It is
hoped also this year to find a larger
number of teachers, parents and
friends attending and taking part in
the meetings. Worth while meetings
are being planned with noted speak
ers, programs of a varied nature,
opportunities for social exchange,
open forums, etc., all designed to be
both beneficial and entertaining.
The Parent-Teacher Association
cocupies an important place in civic
affairs, taking on more significant
proportions year by year. It not only
carries on beneficial work in the
schools proper, but works in conjunc
tion with all worthy undertakings,
such as the Red Cross, and Thrift
Shop, the city matron, etc. It also
interests itself in moral conditions
affecting the school child, and spon
sors all activities of benefit to them.
Its treasury fund is derived from the
small membership fee and income
from social activities given at various
times during the year.
While a portion of this fund is used
in purchasing needed articles for the
school rooms, the principal issue of
the Association is providing milk for
undernourished school children, and
on this one point the greatest effort
centers. The number of these chil
dren is astonishingly large and it
means a drain on treasury resources,
but at the close of the school year,
the results of this steady milk fare in
the children is most gratifying.

WEEK

September 28 to October 3

12 noon, Sept. 30, so the “store
crowd”

can

go

to

Union

Fair.

EAST UNION

Mrs. Ella Bowley is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Margie Simmons in i
Winnisquam, N. H.
1^
Mrs. Lilia Morton, accompanied by I >
her mother Mrs. Millie Jones and j
daughter Dorothy and Mrs. Maud
Payson motored to Augusta and re- j
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
turn Saturday.
The Bible School children at this J------------------------------------------------place are rehearsing a pageant “They j ing the social hour when a reed Grange at its next meeting.
Howard Brocks recently broke his
Who Weave," to be presented at an rocker was presented them by memearly date in the Methodist Church bers of Pioneer Grange. T he presen- wrist while cranking a car.
Fred Starrett and family, accom
in Union.
i tation speech was made by J . L. DorHope Bowley of South Hope spent \ nan and responded to by the newly* panied by Mrs. Genthner of Warren
were Sunday visitors at Mrs. May
Saturday with her aunt Jennie Pay- , weds.
Mrs. Isabelle Ladd, Mrs. Bertha Robbins’.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Studley of
The Grange meeting of last Tues Blackburn and Neal Dow Gould of
day night was a pleasant one, and an Portland were weekend visitors at Rockland were at Rose Anne Lodge
Friday, in celebration of their 12th
enjoyable feature was the surprise Rose Anne Lodge.
There will be degree work in the wedding anniversary.
given Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear dur-

Miss Beth Green has entered the
Miss Pearl Borgerson yesterday re
employ of the Lime City Sales Co. as sumed her duties as clerk a t the clerk
secretary.
of courts office, having completed j
her vacation. She spent the week
Miss Dorothy Richards of Thom end at North Haven.
aston is employed in the diet kitchen
Fred Black attended luncheon Fri
at Knox Hospital.
iu m r n ir ic |
day at the Columbia Hotel, Portland,
Thomas J. Fleming, upholsterer for when officials of the New England
Fuller-Cobb-Davis is home from Corn Canners Association were guests
Massachusetts where he spent a week of the Maine Canners’ Association.
of his vacation.
The academic year of Andover
George E. Dunton is moving soon Newton Theological School opened
from the St. Clair house on Rankin last week with the largest number of
street to the C. E. Gilley house at students ever recorded. President E.
C. Herrick yesterday addressed the
287 Broadway.
Baptist ministers in Chipman Hall,
Miss Sarah Block is having two Boston, on the recent merger of the
weeks’ vacation from the Rockland two seminaries.
Sec our display of the newest fall colors
National Bank and is spending one
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
week in Boston. •
in both chiffon and service weights.
Thursday evening, with supper at 6,
Miss Eva Rogers is having a week’s Mrs. Julia Huntley and Mrs. Priscilla
vacation from John Bird Co. Miss Smith, housekeepers. The patriotic
NOT A “ SPECIAL” SALE—
Belle Cullen completed her vacation instructor will present a program.
Officers are requested to be present
Monday, resuming work today.
B U T AN UNUSUAL VALUE
in preparation of inspection which
Some strange apples upon which takes place soon.
EVEN FOR HUMMING BIRDS I
nature had affixed curious faces,
LOCAL THEATRES
Golden Rod Chapter had a success
were turned over to the apple editor
ful meeting Friday night. The sup
yesterday by John E. Doherty.
Strand Theatre
per under the direction of the men,
‘“Two souls with but a single
Guy H. Benner of Camden has re with Milton Griffin as chairman, had
thought” is a phrase th a t applies par
sumed his duties on the clerical staff about 175 highly pleased patrons.
ticularly well to the making of “Mere
F.
J.
SIM
ONTON
COT’rajHJgjaraBrareraiai
Work
was
exemplified
in
preparation
of the Lawrence Portland Cement
ly Mary Ann,” to be shown Wednes
Company after two weeks’ vacation. for the inspection, which will take
day and Thursday. Several months
place Friday evening, Oct. 9. The
A. B. Allen is having a week’s va
ago Winfield Sheehan, vice president
th e n e w b u s l in e
Notice on the cover of this week’s worthy grand matron will be present. cation from St. Clair & Allen.
and general manager of Fox Films,
Saturday Evening Post if you want
encountered Director Henry King on
The
Senior
Clara
Barton
Guild
W
ent
Into
Effect
Today
to see how our police are looking out
Miss Alice Whitney, nurse, has ar*
the lot. King had just completed Will
held
its
first
meeting
of
the
season
for the children in the High School
rived home from Lexington, Mass.
Catering To the Territory Rogers’ ‘‘Lightnin’.”
Friday evening at the home of Mrs.
zone.
“Have you decided what you want
E. W. Pike, Talbot avenue. Sewing
An air taxi to Union fair is adver
Which Was Not Covered to make next?" Sheehan asked him.
The red, white and blue beacon for the Red Cross was undertaken tised on the first page of this paper.
“Yes,” said the director. “There
provided by Mr. Flanders, the versa and general work for the year dis
P. L. Havener’s new bus line, cater are several stories I have in mind,
tile janitor of the Tyler school build cussed. The next meeting will be
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid is to ing to sections of the city not covered but I’d especially like to film that
ing, aids the pupils in more orderly Friday evening, Oct. 9, with Miss hold a rummage sale Thursday at
by the Camden-Thomaston bus line— Zangwilk play, ‘Merely Mary Ann.’
Mary Bird, Spring street.
New Masonic block.
marching.
members will be welcomed, girls be
and more particularly The Highlands It would make a great Gaynor-Far
rell picture.”
Golden Rod Chapter will be the tween the ages of 14 and 20 being
Harry D. Phillips, delivery man for —went into commission this morning,
Sheehan stared at him. “You’ve
guest of Naomi Chapter, Tenant's eligible.
Flint's Bakery, has been having a and on week days will afford service been talking to Miss Gaynor, I see,”
Harbor, Friday evening. Inspection
week's vacation.
from 5.40 a. m. to 10.40 p. m., the he said. King denied he had. “I’ve
William R. Chapman, director of
will take place under the direction
never even met Miss Gaynor.”
of Mrs. Belle Frost, district deputy the Maine Music Eestival for many
Perry's Market will close Wednes Sunday hours being 7.10 a. m. to 10.40 “Then it's a queer coincidence,"Shee
years will have charge of the music day afternoon, to allow the force to p. m.
grand matron.
han said. “She was in to see me the
for the opening of the new Waldorf attend Union fair.
The newcomer is a white bus, com other day, and she has her heart set
Many Bath people will be attract Astoria Hotel in New York City
modious and easy riding. The driv on just that story. So go ahead and
ed to North Knox Fair. Not only has Saturday. The ballroom of the new
Mrs. Minnie Cobb has taken rooms
an attractive card of horse racing hotel has a capacity for 3500 people at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. ers are Ernest Jones and Roscoe Wey prepare it and we’ll start shooting
when you’re ready."—adv.
mouth.
been lined up but the competitive and the opening will be a brilliant Ames, 31 Elm street.
Here are some special instructions
drill of Legion drum corps, in which and memorable event. Mr. Chap
by Proprietor Havener:
Park Theatre
the Roland Smith Post, No. 21 corps man’s interest in the cause of music
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield offered
People living on Broadway can
of Bath will compete, is expected to is as keen as ever and the same old Memorial Church will meet Wednes
Clara Kimball Young, as “Daisy
draw much attention.—Bath Times. enthusiasm which worked wonders day evening with Mrs. Alice Knight, take the bus at the corner of Broad- Bowman.” is faced with a problem
I way and
and„ those
for the cause of music in Maine is 29 James street.
, , Limerock ,street
„
„ on i in “Women Go On Forever,” on the
i upper Masonic and Grace streets can ,
w h han
the nfe and
Lester D. Eaton, former warden of undiminished.
h
n
o
r
n
i
t
o
r
t
h
o
n
n
r
n
o
r
n
f
K
r
n
a
n
a n rl
.
.
__
the State Prison and since then a
Tree trimming has improved board it at the corner of Broad and happiness of three persons. The
■United States deputy marshal, was in
Charles Bicknell, one of the vic things at the Public Library grounds Limerock streets.
arises in James Cruze’s
The schedule allows connection j situation
the city yesterday to libel the schoon tims of a recent automobile accident and thereby opened the sphere of
tense drama of New York which will
with the Camden-Thomaston bus be shown Wednesday and Thursday.
er Thomas H. Lawrence, on a claim near Damariscotta, and who had vision to the Bok Home for Nurses.
line at Rankin block. If you live on
preferred by the I. L. Snow Co. for since been a patient in the DamarisIn the drama, Daisy's son Tommy
work and labor. There will be a j cotta hospital, returned home SunA check for $100 comes to the Knox North Main street and want to get j shoots and kills a man who has a t
hearing in Portland Friday at 10 a. m i day. The long scar resulting from a Hospital from John Gribbel of Beau down town take the bus going to the tacked his mother. Suspicion points
an innocent man a third man
i wound on the head requiring 30-odd champ Point and Philadelphia— Highlands. as it will go down LimeAt the meeting of the American Le ! stitches, is rapidly healing, and “merely as an evidence of good will,” rock street and get you to the centei guesses tbe truth, holds it over her
gion Auxiliary last night these offi young Bicknell will soon be quite he writes.
ulty
m l*Ju te s ’
| head and threatens to expose her son
The bus will stop a t your residence ; an]ess she aUows hlm hls ubert in a
cers were elected: President, Mrs. Ella fully recovered from his perilous ex
if
you
are
on
the
route
up
North
, scheme that wiu ruin a girl Miss
Hyland; first vice president, Mrs. perience. Miss Barbara Blaisdell,
R. E. Estes, manager of the Maine
Elizabeth Barton; second vice presi who was also an occupant of the car, Distributing Co., arrived home yes Main street to Maverick, to Old Young’S struggle in this dilemma is
dent, Mrs. Clara Kelsey; chaplain, and who suffered much more serious terday via plane from an extended County road, o Limerock, to Main to j the high.spot of the powerful screen
Mrs. Susie Lamb; secretary, Mrs. injuries, will be able to return from business trip through New York and South Main, to Mechanic, to Pacific | ,ay The problem ls g„lved by her
and back via Water street, thence to in a dramatic scene which clears the
Blanche Morton; treasurer, Miss Pearl the hospital in about a week, it is Connecticut.
Rankin block.
Borgerson; historian, Mrs. Margaret reported.
way to happiness for the innocent
Kelley; sergeant-at-arms, Miss Mar
The monthly meeting of the Men's '
parties and still keeps her son from
garet Nutt.
William J. Sullivan completed a Bible Class of Littlefield Memorial
the gallows—adv.
very satisfactory vacation Saturday Church, to have been held Wednes- |
Ex-Alderman Oscar S. Duncan is at and is now back on daily “grind” at day night with Stanley Gregory, has !
Col. Basil Stinson, Levi Flint, John
Knox Hospital being treated for a the Perry coal office. Search for di been postponed until further notice.
Chisholm, O. E. Wishman, Mr. and
double fracture above his left ankle. version took him to Togus, Brooks,
Mrs. Hector Staples and Mrs. Anne
He was hewing a log on his woodlot Bangor and Orono, among other
Street Railway tracks have been ■*-----------------------------Snow arrived home Friday from De
a t Owl’s Head Sunday when the axe places, tjie climax to his fortnight removed o n to e Thomaston and
Flnanclal hel ls deslred for
troit where they attended the Na
encountered a knot and glanced of wanderings being Saturday’s foot Highlands divisions, and good prog- , ing on in Knox County the religious tional Convention of the American
against his leg with the above result, ball game between University of ress is being made with the Maine ' trjln ln g of unchurched boys and girls of Legion. Enthusiastic reports were
plus a bad gash. Mr. Duncan is at Maine and Rhode Island. Although Central wharf. Next comes the main the neglected rural districts. The work brought back.
well organized, under a trained lead
Knox Hospital facing several weeks Maine’s defeat was something of a line working southward from Cam Is
er. It calls for financial support. Con
of idleness—an experience quite new shock to his judgment he is still con den.
tributions sent to this paper will be
BORN
promptly acknowledged and passed on
to him.
vinced that Coach Brice has y>me
to the treasurer of the Knox County BUTLER—At Thomaston. Sept. 23, to Mr
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Butler, a son.
Parents of school children are up Association for rural religious education,
The largest group of students ever wonderful prospects and th a t Maine in. arms because of the risk they are J. W. Robinson, to whom checks should
will
have
a
finger
in
the
State
series
be made payable.
MARRIED
admitted to Knox Hospital Training
running with vicious dogs at large.
<$> <$> <$> <8>
LENFEST-DERRY—At Camden. Sept. 27.
School registered Saturday for the championship this fall. And now At least three children have been
Bill
is
concerned
to
know
how
his
by
Rev
T.
M. Griffiths. Lee Lenfest
A Camden check for $25 and a
three years’ course, classes beginning
bitten and another pupil's clothes
and Miss Stella Lee Derry, both of
Monday. The class of 13 includes St. Louis Cardinals’ hunch is coming were badly torn. Incidentally one Rockland check for $10 adds to the
Camden.
growth of the fund since Saturday’s DONALDSON-DUNBAR — At Brunswick,
only one Knox County girl, Dorothy out.
dog has been killed.
report.
Sept. 26. by Rev. T. E. Ashley. Alexan
Magune of Rockport. The others are
der Donaldson of Bath and Miss Annie
Succoth,
the
"feast
of
the
taber
<•><$>•$><$>
Marion Berry, Morrill; Celia Cox,
A ihceting of the Chamber of Com
Dunbar of Thomaston.
nacles,”
the
traditional
harvest
fes
The Fund Steadily Grows
Dorothy Cox, Dennysville; Hilda
ROBBINS-MARTIN — At Owl's Head.
merce with the three service clubs
Aug. 29. by Rev. Benjamin P. Browne.
Goddis; Thelma Murphy, Aroostook; tival of the Jews, began at sunset cooperating is planned for Oct. 22 in Dr. H. H. Plumer, U n io n ........ $25.00
R. Holman Robbins and Miss Emma
Friday
and
will
be
observed
in
the
Irene Dudley, Philadelphia; Mary
Masonic
Temple,
with
Gov.
Gardiner
L.
Martin, both of Union.
Millard
Hart,
Rockland
..........
5.00
Johnson, Madison, N. J.; Frances synagogues for a week. I t is the as speaker. The Code Bill and the Mrs. Ethel Frohock, Rockland 2.00
third
in
the
annual
fall
cycle
of
Staples, Belfast; Thelma Crowell,
DIED
local unemployment situation will be Mr. and Mrs. W. O. F u lle r...... 10.00
Danforth; Hilda Morse, Arlene Small Jewish holidays, following as a joy the subjects discussed and the pro Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer ............. 5.00 BRANN—At Rockland. Sept. 26. Jennie
ous
occasion
after
the
solemn
ob
Louise,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
and Sarah Doyle, Sullivan.
liam Brann. aged 1 month, 25 days.
servances of Rosh Hashonah and ceeds of the evening will be turned Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood ............. 25.00
into
the
local
relief
fund.
Evelyn
B.
Crockett
.................
2.00
LOOK—At
Rockland.
Sept. 28. Carolyn
Dance Thursday night in I.O.O.F. Yorn Kippur. The first two and last
E„ widow of Capt. D. W. Look, aged 80
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Cobb 10.00
two
days
of
the
Succoth
period
are
years,
3
months.
5
days.
Funeral Wedhall. Music by Kirk’s Orchestra.
figure is missing from Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach ...... 25.00
nsday at 2 o’clock from 78 Mechanic
observed with services in the temples theA familiar
117-118
North
Knox
Fair
this
year—
Mabel
E.
Oxton,
Rockville
.....
5.00
street.
and synagogues, the final day being Charles M. Cook of Rockland, who
At Charlton, Mass.. Sept
known as Simshas Torah. "Rejoicing has had a concession there for a Dr. H. V. Tweedie..................... 25.00 CAMPBELL—
25, Leslie Campbell, formerly of Rock
of the Law." Qn the intermediate great many seasons. In covering his Mrs. Bertha Smiley ....... ....... 5.00
land. aged 86 years. 2 months. 16 days
days services are held in the “succah” usual circuit he contracted a very Miss Ada B. Young ................. 5.00 WILLIAMS- At Thomaston, Sept. 28
Maynard D. Williams, aged 55 years, 7
or booth, commemorating the period severe cold, which became so bad that Miss Alena L. Young .............. 5.00
months. 8 days. Funeral Thursday at
when the children of Israel dwelt he went to Union yesterday and Mary E. Meserve, Thomaston 2.00
1 o’clock.
A general belief, bordering upon in booths in the wilderness.
Mrs. Evelyn M. Hix ................. 25.00 STINSON—At
Stonington, Sept. 25. Mrs.
brought home his equipment. He Itooevik Club, Rockland ........ 5.00 Josephine Stinson,
superstition, is that chronic catarrh
aged 60 years, 10
was reported last night as having a Mrs. Edward W. Bok ................ 50.00 months, 10 days.
is inevitable to persons living in
Twenty-foqr hour freight service temperature of 102.
this climate, and that nothing can
Baptist Sunday School, Warren 18.50
between Rockland and Fulton Mar
IN MEMORIAM
be done for it. This is far from
Lottie Ewell, Rockville .......... 5.00
ket, New York, went into effect, and
In loving memory of Orren M. Wotton
When the John Bird Co. truck Dr. W. F. Hart, Camden.......... 25.00 who
being true if the right method is will continue to be in operation each
passed away Sept. 30. 1928.
reached a point opposite Strand The F. W. Barton, Tenant’s Harbor 5.00 The midnight stars are gleaming upon a
employed for relief.
weekday, leaving Rockland at 5.45
lonely grave.
C atarrh is a chronic inflamma a. m.. connecting at Portland with atre yesterday forenoon a barrel Methodist S. S.. Union .............. 25.00
w ithout dreaming lies
tion of the lining membrane in the The Bullet express. The service is rolled from it and the head was D j SiVewright, Ten. Harbor 2.00 Wherethesleeping
one we could not save;
smashed in when it struck the pave
nose or throat, in most cases due
we see his smiling face, and
especially important for those who ment. The beholders were prepared Mrs. L. N. L ittlehale................. 2.00 In dreams
kiss hls’cold, cold brow.
to irritation of the nerves serving
ship fish from this section, and lob to be considerably amused until a Baptist S. S. Tenant’s Harbor 25.00 And whisper as we loved him then, we
th a t area. When this irritation,
love his memory now.
ster dealers have been particularly strong puff of wind began scattering Mrs. Ava B. Lawry, ................. 5.00
occurring at the spine, is removed
Wife, fro th ers and Sisters.
prompt to embrace it.
The new the barrel’s contents. Then followed Robert, Hervey, Patricia Allen 3.00 *
by Chiropractic spinal adjustings,
schedule is the result of a recent sur a carnival of sneezing and tears Thomaston contributions ...... 14.25
Mrs. Ida Barrows. Rockville .... 2.00
CARD OF THANKS
the trouble usually clears up en
vey made by James B. Trumbull, flowed freely. I t was a barrel ol James
We wish to thank all who were so kind
E. Kenney, St. George .. 1.00
tirely.
chairman of the Maine Central's pepper.
to
us
during
recent bereavement.
Mrs. E. P. Cooper, Wollaston, .. 2.00 We also wish our
By the Chiropractic health meth
to thank those who so
committee on transportation statis
Henry G. Caddy, St. George .. 1.00 kindly lent their cars and also for the
od we correct diseases of the eyes, tics. Mr. Trumbull is now working
There will be a supper at Penob Leola F. Robinson, St. George 1.09 beautiful floral offerings.
ears, nose, throat, lungs, heart,
Austin Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
among the down east dealers, with scot View Grange next Thursday at Miss Edith C. Bicknell ............ 2.00
stomach, liver, kidneys, bowels and
Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Brown. Mr.
the result that future shipments will 6.30. The Sewing Circle will meet in i a Friend
5 00 and Mrs. Henry Brown. Mr. and Mrs.
lower organs.
probably go through Rockland in the afternoon. The program for the ; Thomaston’ Addittondi’
15D0 Harve Vinal.
Vinalhaven.
♦
Phofie 1163 for an appointment.
stead of going overland to Portland evening will consist of a reading Knox County Council
....... 50.00
by
truck.
Foster's
Transfer
is
the
about
the
life
of
James
Whitcomb
Mrs.
Dana
A.
Sherer,
Rockville
2.00
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
CARD OF THANKS
connecting link between the water Riley by Frank Richardson: poems . Marion Weidman, Rockport .... 5.00
We wish In this way to express our
Chiropractor
gratitude to the relatives, friends. Mr.
front and train.
of
James
Whitcomb
Riley
by
Grace
Mrs.
R.
J.
MacKenzie,
Ten.
Har.
25.00
“Scientific Chiropractic Correctly
and all who by their floral
Rollins and Golden Munro; special\ Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Carter .... 10.00 Flanders
offerings or assistance aided us during
Applied”
Rummage sale at Masonic block, music; Columbus Day by Nettie A Friend, Camden ...... ............ 25.00 our recent bereavement.
J. W. Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
30 High Street
Rockland, Me. Thursday, Oct. 1, open a t 10 o’clock, Stewart; there will also Ije other j
'
--------- Burgess.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane.
—adv.
readings and talks.
Tota to d a t e ............................. $511.85
Union.
♦

B ir d

This store will close Wednesday at

ROCKLAND D IV ISIO N

$ 1 .0 0 , $1 .3 5 , $ 1 .5 0 , $1.95 per pair

The Rural Child

C A TA R R H

j

SPECIALS W E E K SEPTEM BER 2 8 th
N a t io n
W id e

SUN N Y
MONDAY

COFFEE

SO A P

9 b"'2 S C

Regular Price 2 9 c
T H IS
SALE

/

Sunshine MACAROON GEMS

Per Pound

W H E A T IE S

2 PkgsM O R G A N 'S

CREAMED

C O D FISH PerCan 1 5 c
M O R G A N 'S

CREAMED

CHICKEN
M O R G A N ’S C R EA M ED

CHIPPED B E E F 1 5 '
GOLDEN
BANTAM

CORN

TesTBEANS
PEAS
TOMATOES
A n y A s s o rtm e n t

2
Z5

CANS

OR

1.45
P E R DOZEN

Macaroni
Spaghetti or
E lb o w M a c a r o n i

5

GOLD D U ST
SPL E N D ID V A N IL L A
THREE CROW

MUSTARD

2

3-OZ.CANS

X5'

SPA G H ETTI

8 OZ.
p KGS.

Large Package

2

3 oz. Jugs

25
25'

THREE CROW

BEECH
NUT
BRAND

HALF POUND
CAN

Y O U K N O W TasE v W N E R

W h o le

Page Four

Fine Clothes Didn’t
Count

2231

W R IT E OR CALL FOR OUR

By JANE OSBORN

1931 B U L B
BOOKLET

OMANCES are rather rare In

A T L O W E S T P R IC E S IN Y E A R S
Be assured the QUALITY and VARIETY that have made K. & W.
Bulbs outstandingly popular distinguish this season's crops. Prices
only are lowered in keeping with the times.
Plant when you will—but

ORDER NOW!
NOW while the assortment is complete. Have FIRST choice on as
fine a line of bulbs as we have handled in over three score years in
business.
A copy of our complete catalog is yours for the asking.
FARM, DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS

1 ENDALL
rrrrR A L a m i

tlm pll

5 W H IT N E Y
m s ..

WEST ROCKPORT
Those attending the Baptist quar
terly meeting in Appleton for all or
part of the sessions were: Mrs. Emma
Leach, Mrs. A rthur Clark, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Parker. Mrs. Robert Nutt,
Mrs. M. J. Oxton, Mrs Inez Varney,
Mrs. Frank Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
J F. Heal and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Heald.
Mr. and Mrs Marion Heald of
Camden were dinner guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs .J. F. Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jones of

Po r t l a n d

m a iiy e

Worcester, who have been visiting
their brother, Harold Jones and
family returned home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt and
daughters Roberta and Hazel, mo
tored Sunday to Vassalboro where
they visited their daughters Dorothy
and Bernice at Oak Grove Seminary.
The Mission circle was very pleas
antly entertained last Thursday aft
ernoon at the Moody parsonage in
Rockport, by Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Currier. A very interesting program on
Japan was presented with Mrs. Currier in charge.

~~trU@
th a t
T O D A Y 'S A d v e rtisin g
w ill bring
T O M O R R O W 'S S a les
Give your advertising the added interest and
attention creating power supplied by the

MEYER BOTH ILLUSTRATIONS
. . . and the selling force of

MEYER BOTH COPY HELPS
: : FREE : :
September Issue of Meyer Both
Advertising Service Ready for
Your Free Use Now.

THE COURIER - GAZETTE

Permit us to create
a personality in your
printing work . . . such
personality as you would
prefer in the human
salesman th a t you would
employ.
We plan and print
. . . booklets, Inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
announcements, office
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.

Camden Herd Will Be Rep
resented A t This Special
Breed Display

|

'
[
,

Life Insurance association they Vermont to St. Louis, the National
did not exist
Numerous girls grand champion of a decade ago. as
worked there—typists, stenograph
ers, filing clerks, doing monotonous well as Ayrshire champions and pro
routine work from nine till five ducers of recent years are being as
sembled by the New England Ayr
every working day.
So when Grant Bradford showed shire Club as a special breed display
symptoms of being very seriously for the Eastern States Exposition in
Interested In Rose Fairfax, the Springfield, Mass., Sept. 20-26 in 
new girl In the filing department, clusive.
much curiosity was aroused. Grant
One of the headliners in this galaxy
Bradford went so far as to tell of Ayrshire cows from each of th°
one or two of his usswiates with New England States is Carston
whom he worked, compiling ab Bridesmaid. Imported, from the herd
struse statistics, that he greatly of Governor and Mrs. John G
admired Rose Fairfax.
Winant. of Concord, New Hampshire
Sometimes
people
wondered This 14-year-old cow was a noted
about Rose Fairfax. She was the winner in Scotland and after being
daughter of a fairly well-to-do doc imported to America for the Winant
tor np town. She had just been herd won grand champion honors at
graduated from college. Obviously the 1922 National dairy show. She
she did not need to work for her has since proven a very good pro
daily bread, yet even more obvious ducer and has several good records
ly she was not one of those girls including a four-year-old yield of
who work only that they may have 13.270 pounds of milk. 538 pounds of
finery. Most girls would have looked butterfat. and notwithstanding her
dowdy in the plain old clothes long years of service this New Hamp
that Rose wore, only Rose couldn't shire cow is still hale and hearty.
have looked dowdy if she hod tried.
Rhode Island will be represented
Somehow she Imparted an air of by Iroquois Sally Winters from the
distinction and smartness to any Lippitt Farm herd of Robert L
thing she had on.
Tlrnn people began to wonder Knight of Providence. This cow was
about Grant. He was considered grand champion of the 1929 National
something of a wizard in Ills work and the Brockton Fair of the same
as statistician and received a really year, and is recognized as one of
good salary for a man of his age. the breed's choicest specimens. As
So far as his associates knew he a 10-year-old she gave 13.082 pounds
had no dependents, nor did he seem of milk. 507 pounds of butterfat.
Vis Alice, one of the two Ayrshire
to be a hoarder—yet he ate at one
of the most Inexpensive places In !cows which walked from Vermont to
the neighborhood, never wore new St. Louis, during the summer of 1929
clothes and lived in a cheap room | will uphold the tradition of the
ing house. Apparently he had no Green Mountain State as the home
of hardy cattle. It will be recalled
extravagant habits.
So matters progressed and Grant , th at this cow walked 1250 miles in
Bradford and Rose Fairfax seemed 86 days, while completing a record of
more and more seriously attached 11.022 pounds of milk, and 447 pounds
to each other. Then came a recep of butterfat. Since her return to the
tion and dance held in honor of a herd of the Vermont Industrial
distinguished foreigner by the pres School at Vergennes, this cow has
ident of the Star Life Insurance made two more good Herd Test rec
association, and Grant Bradford ords. the most recent of which is
with a few other more Important 11.533 pounds of milk. Ayrshire
personages in the office were In Jcritics maintain that Alice is in better
vited. Grant Bradford asked for ; form than at any time in her career
an Invitation for Rose and felt sure which has taken her from coast to ’
that Rose would readily consent coast.
to go with him.
The Massachusetts nominee is
“It’s thoughtful of you,” Rose !Alta Crest Spicy Queen 3d, bred bytold him, and Grant noticed that Arthur H. Sagendorph. of Spencer.
she grew embarrassed and colored Mass., and now owned by W. C. Sills
as she spoke. “I’d like to go, but of Topsfield. Mass. Alta Crest Spicy
[Queen 3d was grand champion at the
I really don’t think I ought to."
Grant said that she must have a Ohio State Fair and runner up for
reason for declining and Rose said championship honors at the 1930 Na
that she had. She might have ex tional Dairy Show where she was
plained, but Grant felt offended first prize four year old cow.
and showed it. So Grant went
A. H. G rant & Sons of Melrose.
alone to the reception and the next Conn., are sending Bellefonte's
day lunched with Rose without j Dorcas Exchange, a cow which has
mentioning the rather painful sub ' gained fame because of her ability
ject.
to make a profit year after year.
Then one day Grant was late at This young m atron has made three
luncheon time, and he asked Rose consecutive records averaging 11,522
to linger while he ate. It wouldn't pounds of milk. 474 pounds of butter
matter if she did stay out a little fat. Her first two records made on
over the allotted hour. “I was late 1twice a day milking schedule, totaled
on purpose. I wanted to talk with 21.229 pounds of milk. 869 pounds of |
you a little after the crowd had butterfat and her most recent record
thinned out and we could have a totaled 13.336 pounds of milk. 543
table to ourselves. Rose—I think pounds of butterfat.
we ought to talk things over. You
Pearl Copestone has been designat
wouldn't go to that dance with me. ed as the ideal of the dairymen of the
and I’ve often wanted to take you State of Maine. This cow has two
to the movies or one of the mu good heifer records, which total
seums. but you wouldn't go.”
24 792 pounds of milk. 1104 pounds of
“Movies—museums,” said Rose butterfat. She is owned bv Ralph
with something of a sneer. Then W. Cripps of Camden, and was a
she thought for a moment and stable mate of the illustrious Brownie,
added, “Well, perhaps I ought to world's record grade cow that was
have explained, Grant, but now I
think of it, I don’t see that I owe exhibited at the 1926 Eastern States
you an explanation. You—you—” !Exposition.
In addition to this exhibit of F a
“Rose,” said Grant, with some
emotion, “I know what you're think mous Avrshires the crack show herds
ing. You’re thinking that I've been of both Canada and the United
an awful tightwad. Well, I have— States are headed toward Springfield,
but I’ve had a great big ambition which Is recognized as the leading
all my life—all through college— Ayrshire show of this country. Ayrand when I took this job here 1 shires will be judged Tuesday and
knew it was hard. I’m getting a Wednesdav. SeDt. 21 and 22. bv Louis
decent salary—and I’m saving ev Seitz of Waukesha Wis., with Harrison
ery penny I can to realize that am Toby of Lindley. N. Y., as consulting
judge.
bition.”
“I’ve had a sort of ambition,”
SHADES OF EDDEAXt
confessed Rose. “1 really don't
have to work as far as making a
A short cut in sauerkraut making,
living is concerned, but ever since
1 entered college I’ve had an ambi which has found favor with many
tion—and I’m saving now to bring housewives is offered by food and
it about So I haven't bought any nutrition specialists at Oklahoma A.
thing for myself. I didn’t go to & M college. A teaspoon of salt is
that party because 1 didn't want to placed in a clean quart jar, which is
spend money for a new party frock then packed tightly with shredded
cabbage and filled with boiling hot
—though I am a little sorry now.”
“I’m sorry I have stuck to my water. The lid is placed on the jar.
ambition, now," admitted Grant. but not tightened until fermentation
“I’ve been a fool, if I hadn’t been has ceased and the gas has escaped.
so stingy maybe you would have
liked me better. Vve iongea to send
OUR JU N IO R PUZZLE
you orchids and roses—to take you
to the opera and to good plays—
but always I’ve remembered my
ambition. Rose—I'm sorry. Rose
—what was your ambition?”
“1 wanted to go abroad. I’m going
to go In June—at least, I planned
to go then and I have saved almost
enough—”
Grant laughed and there was a
note of joyousness in his voice.
“Why. Rose dear,” he said, “that is
exactly my ambition. I’ve arranged
for a three-months’ leave in the
summer. I’ll have finished up this
survey by that time—and—” He
looked very intently at Rose and
wished that her hand was not so
far across the table. “Rose—dear
—let’s go together. I’ve enough
saved to take us both. You can
spend what you’ve saved to buy
n*
the pretty dresses you want—
,'5 14 15
though yon don’t need lovely
clothes to make you look lovely
3.0, lb
to me.”
And when June came Mr. and
Mrs. Grant Bradford sailed for
France. Their steamer passage
had been paid—tiie wedding pres
,1°
eut of the Star Life Insurance ng
sociation in token of the only ro
mance that had ever come to pass
within its walls.
((c). by M cC lure N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a te .)
( W N U S e r v ic e .)

How About It, Girls?
“Is any kiss worth $5,000?” asks
an editorial in the Kansas City
Star. We don’t know, but we have
seen some that men give their wives
a t parting we'd call high if priced
a t two cents.—Cincinnati Enuuircr

G LO B E L A U N D R Y

T H E C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E
ROCKLAND, MAINE

AYRESHIRE “CHAMPS” *

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

business offices, but In
Rthemostwell-regulated
office of the Star The Ayrshire cow that hiked from

It lists the finest of selected bulbs imported
DIRECT from Holland by us
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, LILIES, ETC.

(

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 29, 1931

Portland, Main*
Quality Work,
Family W ashing!
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R
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Honolulu, Hawaii.—From the lep
er settlement at Kalaupapa, island
of Molokai, comes a tale of hero
ism Involving seven men In peril
at sea, the desperate rescue of one
who fell overboard, and the scaling
of a precipitous cliff 2,000 feet high
by one of their number In search
of aid, after the boat had beached
In an almost Inaccessible spot on
the rocky shore of Molokai.
This was going on while air and
surface vessels of the United States
navy and ships and planes of the
Interisland Steam Navigation com
pany and Interisland Airways were
searching for the missing men.
Five men left Kalaupapa to go
fishing In an 18-foot sloop, tempo
rarily rigged and without a keel.
After they had been missing a few
hours apprehension was felt at the
settlement, and two other men set
out In a 14-foot rowboat equipped
with a 12-horse power outboard mo
to r to search for them.
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Just rub on

W IC K S
W

VapoRub
/ ]
A-

RELIEVES COLDS WITHOUT "DOSING"

Sloop Unmanageable.

HORIZONTAL
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-A person held as a 38- Cause of esteem
pledge
39- An undeveloped
6- A fowl
stem
7- A worthless
40- Term inate
leaving
42- Rodent
9-Distant
43- A gentle blow
I0-Consume
44- A metal
,2-Prefix. Not
46- River in Poland
14- Butt
47- Penury
15- Foundations
17-P aiity
VERTICAL
19- Pronoun
20- ls indignant at
1- Pronoun
22- ltalian river
23- Prong
2 - Ahead
24- Blemish
3- Torm ent
<
26- Cutting tool
4- Depart
27- Dens
5- An eagle
£8-Narrcw strip of
6- Part of a cured pig
wood *
8 - Sum m it
:0-Slide
9- Obese
S t - , oward
33-Treatlng of m orals 10- Comfort
11- Aim
33-Musical note
Co-Mineral spring
13-Short sleep
| | | | | 1. l..|..1„|-]..|..l..|-!..|..|.,|..l..l..i.

K IT C H E N

VERTICAL (Cont.)
i 14-A disease of
under-nourished
children
i 15-Below
. 16-Astral
18-Baked

!2O-Fire-arm
21-A slow or lazy
person
2 3 -lt is, contracted
25-End
29-Scandinavian god of
war
J30-A native of
,
Scotland
32-Open (poet.)
[34-Silly
35-To erase by friction
37-ln sect
39-An edict
41-D ecline
48—From dawn to dark
i 45-N egative
. 46—City thoroughfare
I
(abtr.)

*
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COMPANY LUNCHEONS
URING the summer, with such
MARTINSVILLE
lovely table decorations avail
able and because there are so many Mrs. Wallace Dow. daughter
fresh fruits and vegetables. It is a Miriam, son Robert and mother Mrs
delight to plan a company lunch French who have been occupying the
eon. Three or four courses are suf Leonard cottage returned to Liver
ficient and none need to be elab more Falls Sunday. Mr. Dow and
orate. A soup or cocktail, fish, eggs son Leon motored down for them.
chicken or some dainty meat for
Prof, and Mrs. Lewis Allen of Westthe main course with a salad that field Mass., have been guests the past
will answer for dessert, or both week of Mr. and Mrs Albert Robin
salad and dessert with coffee, nuts, son. '
olives and candies, will be a suit
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dwyer are
able menu for the most particular
guests of their son Bert at Bruns
hostess.
Strawberry Cocktail.—Arrange In wick.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hupper spent
cocktail glasses small sections of
grapefruit with the membrane re the weekend at Deer Isle and Bangor.
The Ladles' Circle met Thursday
moved, orange sections and sliced
strawberries. Add powdered sugar with Mrs. Olivia Verrier. They plan
and a little maraschino sirup with to hold a rummage sale at the Grange
a few grains of s a lt Garnish with hall this week.
whole strawberries and serve very
Miss Lillias Hupper is having re
cold. A very pretty fruit course to pairs made on her home.
be served Instead of the cocktail Is
Cecil Andrews, engineer on Yacht
three or four sections of orange, Amada. of City Island. N. Y„ who has
membrane removed, garnished with been spending a few days a t home
three ripe cherries with the stems. returned Friday to City Island.
This not only looks alluring, but
The lightning accompanying Wed
tastes equally well.
Fillets of Veal Supreme.—Take nesday’s storm struck Mars Hall, the
two pounds of veal, wipe with a summer home of Mr. and Mrs. G. K.
damp cloth and cut Into kite- Marshall, slightly damaging the roof.
Maurice Simmons who has been
shaped pieces to resemble breast of
chicken. Have the veal cut one- employed by Harold Hupper left
half Inch thick. Make a pocket In Monday for Waterville where he will
each and stufT, close the pocket attend Colby College.
with a larding needle, drawing
Last Wednesday evening about 50
small pieces of bacon through both friends and relatives of Mr. and Mrs.
sides of the pocket. Sprinkle with Norman R. Kalloch held open house
salt and pepper, dredge with flour at Drift Inn in honor of their recent
and cook in a little bacon fat until marriage. The party was an abso
delicately, browned on both sides. lute surprise to the bride and groom
Place In a baking dish and cover and after the usual jokes and fun.
with cream, hake forty-five min presents were produced and refresh
utes. Toast kite-shaped pieces of ments served. The couple received
bread, cover each with a very thin many beautiful and useful gifts. It
slice of broiled ham. On this ar was a very happy occasion and many
range the veal. Make a gravy from congratulations and best wishes were
the sauce in the pan and pour over bestowed upon the newlyweds.
the veal. Serve with potato halls
and a mushroom cap on each piece
of veal.
CLARK ISLAND
Serving various sauces of fruit
or chocolate and nuts adds much to
Miss Gustie Robertson of West Sul
the plainest of frozen desserts.
livan has been the guest of Mr. and
((3). 1831, W e ste r n N e w s p a p e r U n io n .)
Mrs. Harvey Hupper.
Mrs. William Stamp and child of
The American Bankers Association South
Thomaston are visiting her
in a recent review of current business aunt. Mrs. John T. Williams.
conditions said th a t several major
Barge 704 is loading paving for
industries including cotton, woolen,
silks, shoe and rubber industries “ap New York from Meehan & Sons.
John T. Williams is gaining in
parently have emerged from their
cycles of deep depression and are health and able to be out again.
Friends of Jacob Kangas arc grieved
operating on a larger volume than
a year ago.” These are the very in  to hear of his death which occurred
dustries which expanded hugely at a Fairfield hospital last Thursday
under the impulse of the enormously morning. Mr. Kangas had been 111
increased purchasing power pro for a long time. He leaves a wife, five
vided by prohibition. Money spent sons and a daughter. He was a
for beer will never be spent for cot quarryman and worked for Meehan
& Sons.
ton, woolen, silk or shoes.
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Drink Tea ■■at the Z ero Hour
e b b , there is nothing so invigorating as

W H A T IS H E PLA Y ING
W IT H ?

SALADA'

located "just a step from
B ro a d w a y .” A d jo in in g
countless theatres, railroad
te r m in a ls , p ie r s , sh o p 
ping and business centers.

Rescue Boat Sinks.
•
i
Kalllma. realizing that one of the
stranded party could not swim, ran
ashore himself through the surf,
carrying a small line, intending to
Each w ith B a th (T u b and
fasten it to driftwood to help the
party aboard.
Shower] Servidor and Radio
On this lifeline the entire party
reached the rescue boat, and Kailima, with all aboard, attempted to
return to Kalaupapa. The overload Ijf )
DAILY RATES
ed boat' filled with water and be
gan to sink.
Punee also was unable to swim.
SINGLE $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
He clung to the sinking boat while
DOUBLE $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
Paul Kaculall and Kailima helped
Klha, the other nonswimmer, to
shore. Kalllma then administered
The I W HOTEL
artificial respiration to Kiha while
the others returned to rescue Punee.
The party remained all night on
the beach without food or water.
In the morning Kaeualii volunteered
44th to 45th St. a t 8lh Are.—New York
to climb the cliff and attempt to
ROY MOULTON, Manager
reach the settlement overland to
bring aid. After a desperate at
tempt he reached the top and made
his way to the settlement to re
port to the authorities.
Meanwhile the fishing sampan
Fuji Maru, CapL K. Fujlmoto, .
VINALHAVEN AND
passed within three miles of the
stranded party and saw their sig
ROCKLAND
nals. Kailima swam out to the
sampan and a member of the crew
STEAMBOAT CO.
accompanied him back to the beach,
BOATS
with lines In their teeth. They built
Between
a raft to convey the nonswimmers
ROCKLAND
and the six men reached Kalaupapa Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington,
by the sampan.

R

LINCOLN

^S/Bi

M an Drowns as H is Kin
Bargain for H is R escue
Tientsin.—Bargaining

relatives

cost a Tientsin man his life recent
ly.

While on a pleasure trip he felt
into the water at Shanhaikuan,
near here. Relatives and friends
attem pted to rescue him but failed.
A fisherman offered to save him
for $500. Relatives thought the
price too high but offered $130.
The fisherman turned away. Then
the relatives offered $180.
The fisherman still refused.
Ju st as the relatives relented and
agreed to the $500 price the vic
tim’s head disappeared In the water
for the third time.

P e tty Fraud Is W orked
in the Name o f Charity
Santa Barbara, Calif.—The coun
try has been overrun with rackets,
but still another one came to light
here when 300 people discovered
they had been bilked out of a dol
la r apiece, with no prospect of a

Swan's Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
JULY I
Subject to Change W ithont Notice
Eastern Standard Time

DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex.
rept Sunday at 7.00 A. M and 1.00 P. M.
Arriving at Rockland a t 8 20 A. M. and
2 20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland at
9.30 A. M and 3.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
haven, arriving at 10 50 A. M. and 4.50
P. M.
STONINGTON A SW AN’S ISLAND
LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept 8undays at 6.00 A. M., Stonington
6 55. North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
about 9.00 A. M. Returning, leaves Rock
land at 2.00 P. M.; North Haven 3.00,
Stonington at 4.00; due to arrive at
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. 8TINSON. General Agent.
80-tf

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

refund.

According to police, a young
woman and a man, posing as char
ity workers, went about the city
selling tickets at $1 each for a mu- ,
sical concert which they said would
be presented for charity by a group
of musicians.
m

V

V

V
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T
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Dispose of your Fowl and Chickens
now for the Jewish holidays and
receive H ighest Prices.

Call or write

COHEN BROS.
WARREN. TEL. 2-3
And a Truck Will Call
106-tf

L aw s A llow s H orse
O ne Bite, O ne K ick
Los Angeles. — Following
the old rule that a dog Is
entitled to one bite, a court
here went a step further and
ruled that a horse cannot he
denied a single nibble, or for
th at matter, one kick—but
not both.
Harry Goldstein, a dealer
In cast-off articles, sought
$725 from Frank Martin, op
erator of a riding stable,
charging that a horse he had
rented from Martin had at
tempted to bite his hand.
The judge ruled that Gold
stein must show that Mar
tin’s horse was of a habitual
vicious nature.
The junk
dealer couldn't prove that the
horse had previously bitten
or kicked, and lost the suit.

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
m atism , Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring alm ost in stan t relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application th a t should be
In every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND

Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
62-tr

WNtl/kLSfkVICI

►embalmingI

MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine

O R A N G E PEKOE & PEKOE
“Fresh from the Gardens”

A great, m od ern hotel,

9

L

l- l 1 1 1 ll- l- H - H - l 11 h l- l 'l-l 1 1 1
“Tne surest road to health, say
w hat we will.
Is never to suppose we shall
be 111:
Most of those Ills we poor m or
tals know
From Idle m inds and dream ing
flow.”

F o r th e P e o p le ”

1 4 0 0 ROOM S

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

c R A

CUPBOARD

The sloop proved unmanageable,
when It encountered an unexpected
strong east wind. William Kalama .
was washed overboard by a heavy,
sea and was rescued by Henry
Kawewehl, who leaped Into the sea
from the drifting boat and placed a
line around Kalama.
The sloop began to leak badly.
They made no headway toward
Kalaupapa. Kalama, at the helm,
finally steered for the beach at
Kamanawanu, and by combined
luck and skill struck an Inlet
through the reef about 20 feet wide,
through which the boat was beached
In a heavy surf.
The five men, one of whom could
not swim, were stranded between
the raging sea and the precipitous
cliff, which had never been scaled.
William Kalllma and Kanekoa
Punee, In the outboard motor boat,
arrived about sunset and anchored
about 50 yards off shore, fearing to
come closer In the pounding surf.

Four o 'c lo c k , w h en vitality is at its low est

Do you think Peter is playing
with the cat with that long
string? H e seems to whip it
about so! If you take a pencil
and join all the numbered dots
together, sta rtin g with dot num
ber one and ending, with dot
num ber tw enty-tw o, you may
see a picture of what Peter is
playing with.

NIGHT

•

T h rilling Adventure O ver
takes Fishing Party.

8

II

15

19

5

7

9

•

________

5

2

SEVEN LEPERS HAVE
CLOSE CALL AT SEA

17

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the fam ilies of K nox County

LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450

781-1

B U R P E E ’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-OtEer-Day
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ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y

F O R D S E R V I C E ...
B y Expert W orkm en
W ith Expert Equipm ent

A b ra m W . Nye P rovides This C om m unity
W ith A M odern A utom otive R ep air Shop
R en d erin g C om plete Service

With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

SERVICE

583 MAIN STREET

PHONES 333—334

V d ON'-T

O t+ .K A O M .'

ROCKLAND

5 1 U V /.M IC X E 7

UNCLE OSCAR SE&
“Folks don't seem to enjoy their homes as
much as they used to.” I guess it’s partly
because more of them haven’t made their
porches comfortable and attractive with liv
ing room furniture from the Studley Furni
ture Co.

61

PAR K

HOME

ST.

I
A u tom ob ilists in trouble or those him an expert blacksm ith and w ood
w hose cars fail to perform to their! worker.
T h e N v e shop is com pletely
com plete
satisfaction
frequently ,
have recourse to the large plant pic-1 equipped to han dle autom obile re
tured above and have Abram W . pairing on all makes of cars. A x le
the
repairing
of
N y e and his capable assistants set straightening,
m atters aright. T h e N ye R epair broken w h eels of any type, w ood ,
Shop is located on M ain street at w ire or disk are ticklish jobs not
the fo o t o f summer, next north o f attempted by every shop, but c o n 
the B ick n ell and is ideally situated sidered all in the daV’s w ork at
for
an
autom otive
enterprise. N've’s, V a lv e and brake w ork is
A m p le space at front and rear pro especially w e ll done at this shop,
vides room for handling any n u m  being som ething in the nature o f a
specialty.
Satisfaction is gu aran 
ber o f cars.
T h e proprietor, Abram W . N y e , teed on all w ork .
Body b u ild in g is a feature o f the
has been in the autom otive repair
field since the business began in th is com plete seryice given by N y e ’s.
section. H e grew up in the shop he M any of the fin est truck bodies seen
now ow n s, having been actively in on the streets w ere designed and
the business 27 years, which prior built here. P a in tin g and finish in g
A n y type o f iron
to the advent of the autom obile is also done.
w as devoted to carriage and w agon work is done in the modern and
bu ild in g. T h is braining has m ade w ell equipped blacksmith depart

F U R N IS H IN G S

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING— REPAIRING

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

Holmes St., Near Broadway,

street floor area, so he erected an
addition 4 2 x 3 3 feet as a unit w ith
the m ain flo o r. A very large steam
heating plant w as installed and a
large w arm storage garage w a s
available giv in g directly onto M a in
street, a decided convenience for the
residents of the vicinity w ish in g to
keep their cars in commission all

ROCKLAND

Tel. Rockland Night 1 105— 243
Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds
Dairy and Poultry Feeds
W HOLESALE AND RETAIL
A lways Open W eek Days
from 7 A . M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST Q UALITY FEEDS A T
LOW EST PRICES

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
MRS. LENA K. SARGENT, Principal

ment. E xp ert service is available
on wagon w h eels and tires as w ell
as autom obiles and trucks. Spring
work for autom obiles is prom ptly
and correctly done.
T exaco gasolines and m otor oils
and greases are dispensed at N v e ’s
with free air and w ater available.
A com plete accessory departm ent is
m aintained and all this service
promptly and courteously given.
W illard B atteries are handled and
serviced as are the fam ous K elly
tires. M r . N y e has made a special
feature o f K ellys and a surprisingly
large percentage of cars driven lo 
cally roll on K ellys. A fin e value C. B. POPPLESTONE, M. D.
Announces the opening of an office
is the K elly “ L otta m iles” tire.
in the
W ith th e developm ent of year
WOOLW'ORTH BUILDING
round use o f m otor cars through the
/
for the
plowing o f roads and im provem ents
General Practice of Medicine
in w inter operation, M r. N y e saw
81-83
an im m ediate necessity for a larger

Bookkeeping
Shorthand
Business Law

SCHOOL OPENS SEPT. 14
DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS
OFFICE OPENS WEEK PRECEDING FOR REGISTRATION
SENTER CRANE BUILDING.

Q U IC K

Try It—For Sustenance—
For Nourishment
PIES, CAKES, ETC.
DAILY DELIVERIES

S A N D N E R ’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN

LINDSEY STREET,

422 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

p "

Jl

FREDERICS

H A T S
CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
ROCKLAND

Suited To Your Taste
Phone For Appointment

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON
67 PARK STREET

Marie A. Laney

PHONE 898

Orders taken for Hem Stitching and Embroidery

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!
With the approach of colder weather comes the ever
present problem of home heating and winter health.
To those who have chosen oil heat

M M M

k

WHOLESALE DEALER

FISH PEDLER T R A D E
A SPECIALTY

I
1

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

“—"I ’f

KEEP HER HITTING
ON ALL F O U R ...W I T H

I

That there are no “ w aves” in
a m odern concrete road?

And At l-5 th Less Cost Than Coal

A . C. McLOON & CO.
TEL. 51

VINALHAVEN
J. B. Davis of Newton. Mass., spent
the weekend a t Rockaway Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ewell of New
port News, Va., are guests of his
mother Mrs. Charles Ewell.
Kenneth Raymond returned S at
urday to Boston after a vacation
visit with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Raymond.
Mrs. Everett Libby entertained the
Mothers’ Club Friday evening.
Rally Day will be observed next
Sunday in Union Church School.
Misses Mary and Louise Morong
of Rockport spent the weekend
guests of their grandmother Mrs.
Margaret Libby at the home of her
son T. E. Libby.
Thursday evening in the vestry a
meeting of all patrols of Girl
Scouts will be held.
Mrs. Elijah Yorke spent Sunday
at North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Boman and Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Webster returned
Saturday from a motor vacation trip
to Massachusetts, and to the homes
of relatives in Connecticut. In Bos
ton they were entertained by Mr. and

General Repairing, Brake and Valve Service

ABRAM
MAIN STREET

W . NYE

ROCKLAND

TEL. 585

R ead A b o u t T h e B u s in e s s

J. B. HAM CO.

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

A. W. MARTIN, Manager
ROCKLAND

We are prepared to render Complete Automotive Repair Service.

H ow about others?

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

17 WALNUT STREET,

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRING

SUGAR

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used
W E C A N SUPPLY TH E CORRECT FUEL OIL

ROCKLAND

KELLY TIRES, GENERAL ACCESSORIES, WILLARD BATTERIES

it up . . . eliminates off-feed days, constipation and

FLOUR,

HOME COOKING
BEST FOOD
REASONABLE PRICES
• «• •
NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT

Axles Straightened, Broken Wheels Repaired

Larro builds heath th a t boosts production and holds

FEED,

r~

308 MAIN STREET

Do You
Know

LARRO
G R A IN ,

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

ROCKLAND

RODNEY E. FEYLER

b .

UDDER TROUBLE.

D ependability, Efficiency, Econom y and
Ease of O peration

PO RTLAND & ROCKLAND

FISH AND SCALLOPS

i
1
1
1
1
J
1

PERM ANENT W A V E '

New Felt Hats in the latest shapes and colors with
Ostrich Tips and Quills are on display at the Milli
nery Annex to

r

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

M ■■ M I— M.f

TEL. 127

393 MAIN STREET,

Insured and Bonded

TEL. 378

ROCKLAND

TEL. 250

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS

S E R V IC E

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

W. H. GLENDENNING
Telephone 502-W

ROCKLAND

EXPERT

W E DELIVER

Dealers in
GRANITE AND MARBLE

ROCKLAND

DELICIOUS BR EA D

CEMETERY WORK

THURSTON OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE.,

P R E S C R IP T IO N

ROCKLAND M ARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

BURN

TEL. 990-M

CRUST O’ GOLD is

I f

Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

Secretarial
Practice
Typewriting

476 MAIN STREET

MEMORIALS OF DISTINCTION

Rockland

Tel. Rockland, 1107

In terestin g traditions surround
this plant for it has been used in
the vehicular building and repair
business for several generations. It
is R ockland’s only five story str u c 
ture and one of its largest w ood en
buildings.
T h e original bu ild in g,
according to the old tim ers, w a s
brought from W arren and set up on
its present location. D evelop m en t
o f business through the years led to
additions un til the present com m od i
ous, m odern plant resulted.
D ur
ing the palm y days it w as one o f the
best kn ow n carriage factories in
M aine and is com ing into its o w n
again under M r. N y e ’s vigorou s
m anagem ent in these days o f the
“horseless carriage.”

i

S T U D L E Y F U R N IT U R E C O .

COM PLETE

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.

year.
M u ch additional storage is to be
had by d rivin g down the road be
tw een the B icknell and this shop,
the low er level of the building h a v 
ing been finished for car storage.
T h e bu ild in g, which is one o f the
largest in the city, taking all sec
tions, inclu des close to
15 ,0 0 0
square feet o f floor space.
A force o f four is constantly em 
ployed and during the rush season
this is raised to six. M rs. N y e acts
as bookkeeper. Com plete, efficient
and
courteous
service
in
all
branches o f autom otive work is a l
w ays assured, at N y e’s, telep h on e
585.
♦ ♦ ♦ *

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SALES

Page Five

L
TEL. 818

New County Road

M erit Y our P a tr o n g e

ROCKLAND

Mrs. Mark P. Smith formerly of this are John Bright of Medford, Mass., low, Mrs. K ate Coombs, Mrs. Margatown. They report Mr. Smith's and his sister Miss Jessie Bright i ret Chilles. Mrs. Louise Wareham,
and friend Miss Ruth Dahl of Ply Mrs. Aura Roberts, Mrs. Emma Mills
health considerably improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson re mouth, Mass. Miss Bright who has and other guests. Miss Ellen Warecent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred figured prominently in Salvation ham and Mrs. Fred Coombs. I t has
Raymond returned Saturday to Army work hfes recently returned been many months since an Apron
from a tour abroad which included a Club party was held, and as alMarlboro, Mass.
! ways, it was a very enjoyable affair.
Norma MacDonald entertained a visit to the Holy Land.
** *•
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Roberts re 
party of schoolmates and friends
Mrs. Henrietta B. Brown
Saturday afternoon in celebration of turned Friday from an auto trip to
her tenth birthday. Ice cream a n d , Boothbay, Portland and Augusta,
Henrietta B., wife of Austin Brown,
and a visit at Lisbon Falls with Mr. died Sept. 23 a t her home after an
cake were served
Mrs. Mary Daniels and sister Miss ! and Mrs. Edward E. Prosser.
Owing to the tragedy Friday eve illness of several weeks. She was
Teresa McKenna who have been
visiting their uncle O. P. Lyons have ning which involved the death of born at Deer Isle, the daughter of
Dallas Yorke, his wife and two small Henry and Margaret (Gray) Perry.
returned to Medford, Mass.
Carl Ames recently installed a new children by fire from explosion, a t She is survived by one daughter
air cell battery radio in his home at North Haven, the community being Mrs. Harvey Vinal of Hallowell, and
the Ames farm.
greatly stirred thereby, the outing of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Maddox of De Valois Commandery to North by sons Chester, Maurice and Henry,
Worcester are guests of MT. and i Haven and Haven's Inn was post also sisters Mrs. Bert Robbins. Mrs.
Herman Young of Vinalhaven end
Mrs. Edward G. Lane and Mr. and poned.
Mrs. Fred H. Burns.
Mr and Mrs. R. Cram of Mount Mrs. Joseph Donohue of Roxbury,
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson and M rs.! Vernon were weekend guests of Mr. ; Mass.
Mrs. Brown was an esteemed mem
Bert Lawry returned Saturday from j and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith, enter
Rockland.
tained in their home and at North ber of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ. Latter Day Saints, in
Mrs. Isabel Bright, who arrived Haven Sunday afternoon.
here Friday from Northeast Harbor,
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained F ri which organization she was an active
is visiting her daughter Mrs. H. A. day a t a harvest party the following worker. The funeral was held Fri
Townsend. Other guests of Mr. and members of the Apron Club: Mrs. day. Interm ent was at Ocean View
Mrs. Townsend arriving Saturday Eugene Smith, Mrs. Marietta Wins i cemetery.

H o u se s L isted H ere==T hey

surprised with a visit from her son
Charles of Hyde Park, Mass., ovei
I the weekend. Mr. Clark came In a
Several from this place attended fine new car which he drove through
the Trinity Union and despite the : for Lyman Merrifield and made
rain report a large attendance and ; the return trip with Harold Dutton
fine meetings.
i who spent the weekend with his famMr. and Mrs. S. A. Vanner of Bos ! ily here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett and
ton have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Edith Overlock attended the
Charles Vanner for a few days.
Lincoln Association meeting at ApMr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard spent I pleton Wednesday, also the ordinaseveral days at Union with their sis I tion in the evening of Louis Watson
ter Mrs. Hattie Fossett, returning who is pastor of the Baptist Church
home last Wednesday.
| there. The church was filled to
Mrs. Edith Overlook was recently overflow, with delegates and nearly
in Union several days, attending every minister in the Association be
Trinity Union while there.
ing present.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hanson were
Miss M artha Johnston has re
turned to Colby College for her third visitors in town Thursday evening.
John Leigher and son Norman are
year at th a t institution.
Mrs. L. P. Jones is still confined visiting relatives here for a few days.
Friends of Reuben Sargent of
to the bed from her recent illness al
though reported as improving some I Stickney Corner are glad to hear cf
i his return from the Augusta hospital
what.
Mrs. Annie Kilgore and friend of where he was operated on for ap
Livermore Falls were recently visit pendicitis.
ors in town.
The kind of fellow who once
Mrs. Sarah Shattuck visited Mrs. thought the world owed him a living
Carrie Clark last Tuesday
now thinks it owes him a ride.—H art
Mrs. Carrie Clark was agreeably ford Times.

RAZORVILLE

parents and brother, wife and two
sisters of Mr. Watson from Madison.
Osborne Sprague of Arlington,
Grace Ferran of Augusta is the
Mass., is the guest of Elmer and
guest of Mrs. Ethel Moody.
Azuba Sprague.
Several 4n this neighborhood have
been afflicted with colds and coughs,
FRIENDSHIP
some being quite ill.
H. C. Stanley is home from Glen
Mrs. James Spear and Miss Alice
Cove, Long Island. N. Y., after the Broas motored to Boston Saturday
season's yachting.
on their way to Chevy Chase, Md.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and daugh
Miss Virginia Gay has completed
ter spent a few days recently In Ston her three years’ training at the
ington. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Massachusetts General Hospital, Bos
Hendricks.
ton, and is spending two weeks’ vaca
Nelson Moody went Sunday to tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Massachusetts where he will enter H. L. Bossa.
Wentworth Institute, Boston.
The Snow Birds held their first
Recent visitors at L. N. Moody's picnic of the season Friday at Davis
were Mrs. Nellie Bradford and son Point.
Alden and Mrs. Clara Ferran of Au
Mr. and Mrs Andreas Hartel Jr.
gusta.
Miss Elizabeth Hartel and Miss EleaWednesday was a great day at the nore Hartel returned to West New
Appleton Baptist Church when the ton Monday after spending the sum
Knox-Lincoln Baptist Association mer at Davis Point.
held its quarterly meeting. There was
Dr. Frank C. d'Elseaux of Boston
a large attendance and several pres visited Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa over
ent from outside those two counties. I the weekend.
The pastor of the Appleton church.
U Mervin Allen of Newton, Mass.,
Rev. Louis Earle Watson was or and Irving Locke of Watertown visit
dained to the ministry at this meet ed W H . Allen Saturday at the
ing. Among those present were the . Mitchell House.

APPLETON RIDGE
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James Bowden. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
| turned to Cambridge, Mass., to reWARREN
ROCKPORT
' sume her training in kindergarten
Hahn. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Staples and
Mrs.
Ralph
Stone,
all
of
Gardiner.
Warren Grange Circle, 16 strong,
Fred Cole of Rochester, N. Y., is Advertisements In this column not to
Woodrow Wilson, quartermaster |
Mr. an d Mrs. Eugene Welt of Au visiting his mother, Mrs. Calista Cole, exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Williams, 55, died met at the home of Robert Simmons
on the S. S. Kentuckian, spent the ! suddenly fromD.heart
.».
.a.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
disease last evelines five cents each for one time. 10
East Warren Monday evening of burn spent the weekend with Mr. and Russell avenue.
w eekend w i t h h is D aren ts M r a n d
MEN wanted—with high school educaft p Witsnn p
M
ning at his home 6n GJeason street. in
Mrs
W
illard
Wylie.
cents
for
three
times.
Six
words
make
i t ’on preferred Refined worV-; $3.00 n°r
Mrs. G. E. Wilson.
Funeral services win
Thurs. last week and enjoyed one of those
A meeting of the Library Associa a line.
Miss Harriet Hdhn is having a
i day guaranteed. Write E. A. P., care The
famous baked bean suppers at which
tion will be held Tuesday evening at
There will be a postponed meeting [ day at j o c]ock.
Courier-Gazette.
117-i 19
week's
vacation.
'
WOMEN wanted—w ith high school
7.30
at
the
selectmen's
office.
... . at ~2 o'clock 1
Bejje Cullen who has been he is host once a year. It was a very
of the W.C.T.U. —
Friday
Charles Blackington and family of
enjoyable
occasion.
:
educnlon
preferred.
Refined
work:
$3.00
at the home of Mrs. Francis Tillson, visiting in Lewiston returned Friday
In connection with rally week at
per day guaranteed. Write E. A. P.. care
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal closed ; Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
Meadow road. The Union plans to by motor accompanied by Mr. and their
the Baptist Church it is urged th at
• rne Courier-Gazette.
_________ 117-119
summer home Sunday and re- 1
Dexter Hart.
hold a cooked food sale in th e near Mrs. William M. Cullen who were her
WIDOW wishes position as houseturned to Arlington. Mass., Jwith their • Miss Corene Palmer of Auburn was each member plan to attend the
future.
! keeper In family w ithout children.
visitor of Rev. and Mrs. prayer and praise service Thursday
guests over the weekend.
son Dr. Raymond Vinal, who had mo weekend
1
Write
HOUSEKEEPER. 20 Frederick St.
LOST—Green
fountain
pen.
Finder
Howard A. Welch.
evening at 7 o’clock and take a Please return to GORDON FLINT. 297
Miss S arah Block is spending two
115*117
tored down for them.
Mrs.
M.
C.
Stephenson
and
Miss
friend.
Friday
evening
at
the
vestry
weeks in Boston on vacation from
Donaldson-Dunbar
Broadway.
Tel.
750-J.
116-118
Mrs. Henry MacCraw and two chilthe
church
will
tender
a
reception
and
Gertrude
Robbins
of
Union
enter
the Rockland National Bank.
PICKED UP ADRIFT two 15 ft. dories, I
Alexander Donaldson of Bath and ' dren have returned to West Roxbury.
a t bridge with four tables at party to the members of the choir 18 trawl tubs. 20 trawl keags and lin es.'
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will Miss Anne' Dunbar of Thomaston
Ralph Norwood who has been at tained
4
CARLOS H. DAVIS. Port Clyde. 117*119 ,
play
Friday
evening
at
the
home
of
and
all
who
have
assisted
in
that
pay.
have a special meeting next Wednes were married in Brunswick Saturday San Antonio, Texas for several
YACHT TENDER found Sept. 27. adrift
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
T.
Norwood
in
honor
of
the
church
work.
All
members
of
day in the vestry. It will be an all- by Rev. T. E. Ashby, pastor of the months, arrived home last week Mon
1*2 miles S. W. from Robinson’s Rock.1
<
GEORGE C. SIMMONS. 110 South Main
day session and there is a quilt to Congregational Church. Mr. Don- day. stopping enroute in Brooklyn to of the birthday anniversary of Mrs. the parish are invited.
It
St..
Rockland.
117*119;
Alice
Robbins
and
it
was
a
delight
Philip Spear left Saturday night for
1 POWER BOAT for sale, 34 ft. X 9Va ft.
be knotted.
a'dson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. visit Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ludwig.
ful occasion.
YELLOW GOLD State of Maine pin F u st class conu.-iou. Inquire W. i .
Amherst where he will enter Mass
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Worthy of
Mrs. Herbert Newbert. George Tnomas Donaldson formerly of
! DUNCAN. Tel. 267
___
117-119
found
Sept.
19.
Owner
mav
have
same
Roland O. Wade
achusetts Agricultural College as a by paying for ad. FULLER-COBBNewbert, Mrs. May Williams and Thomaston. He graduated from the Waldoboro were guests Thursday of
LARGE WOOD LOT on Deer Isle. Low
DAVIS.
115-117 p r .e e l o r q u i c x s a le . M R o . F m c .D n o .
Roland O. Wade, 65, of Camden student.
Herbert Williams motored to Port Morse High School in 1925 and is now ' Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw.
I RAYNES. 17 oav St.. CltV
117*119
Plans are materializing for making
H. N. Hilton who has been ill the died suddenly Sept. 14 at the Deacon
land and return Sunday. In Port employed by the Commercial Trading
MAN'S blue reefer, several pair pants.
ess Hospital, Boston, following an the W.R.C. fair, to be held on the
land they dined with Orris Maloney Co. in that city. The bride is a past week is now out again.
, ! large size, also twine for lobster pot
Mr. and Mrs. Burdeen Simmons en operation Sept. 3. his death coming afternoon and evening of Oct. 6, the ,
and family and called upon Nellie daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
, wTFvirsrs
heads double bbl. shot gun
MRS.
Dunbar of Thomaston, and graduat tertained the following at a supper as a great shock to his relatives and best ever held by this organization.
Williams and Mrs. Arthur Keene.
*
Vv
AN
I
ED
• f r i e d a J ra y n e s 17 ° ay st •
ed
from
High
School
in
1923.
She
many
friends.
He
was
born
at
.Each
member
is
asked
to
contribute
party Saturday: Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Helen Stetson and Miss Fran- i
had employment in the local Simmons. Philip Simmons. Mr. and Rockville son of Otis and Sarah to the various tables.
SLABS or hard wood, long or fitted.
ces Bourne have returned from a has
telephone
office,
where
she
will
con
Mrs. William Stevens and Mr. and i Brown ) Wade. He moved to War
AN INEXPENSIVE smalt apartm ent I
Sii 69.y E° N CALLAHAN' 7 Lu“ 7 ^ 9
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
two weeks' vacation in New York and
with bath and modern convent- ---- '■
-------------------------------------------------tinue in service.
Mrs. Eugene Feyler of North Waldo ren with his family when but 13 years Mrs. Calista S. Cole and Free^A. Cole wanted TEL.
Boston.
919-M.
117-1191 . KITCHEN TABLE, four chairs, couch.
e
n
c
e
s
.
___
______
______,
boro.
of age an d this town was his home at dinner Saturday night at her home ——— ---------------------------------- -—— - — , m attress. Ice box for sale BOX 67.
Mrs. C. F. Clark who has been
117*119
YOUNG MAN desires room and board j Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester L. Paine and until 11 years ago when he went to on Russell avenue.
STONINGTON
spending the past two months with
In private family, State price. Refer . SOFT LUMP COAL. $7.75; hard coal.
sons Donald and Carroll who have Camden to take charge of the wool
her niece Mrs. Henrietta Long and
Write
P.
O
BOX
G
J
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller, daugh ences exchanged.
$15.50; fitted soft wood. $10; slabs. $5.50
been at their cottage at Seven Tree sorting a t the Knox Mill, holding ter Ruth and son Maurice motored 6TT-X.lt
PUBIHOOH , cord. J. PAULSEN.
Mrs. Josephine Stinson
other relatives in this vicinity, re
Tel. Thomaston
Pond,
have
returned
to
Randolph,
this
position
until
a
few
weeks
before
Good
84-2.___________________________ 117*119
ROOMER or boarder wanted,
turned last Thursday to Weymouth
Mrs. Josephine Stinson, 60, died leaving Carroll a t Brunswick where his death. He was united in m arri Thursday to Portland and Peaks warm
room.
References
required.
,
—
MY
PLACE
In
Union
and furnishings
with her daughter Mrs. G. E. Austin Sept, 25 at her home in North Ston
Island to visit relatives.
ELM ST.. Rockland. Tel. 1293. l it 119 . complete for sale, five min. walk from
age to Miss Catherine Conway 43
he enters Bowdoin College.
and C. H. Rogers who motored down
Mrs.
Gudrun
Kononen,
who
has
been
HOUSEWORK or cleaning wanted h}'
^
“'p o u ltry ‘h o u se b u ild in g s
ington. after a long illness. She was
Lawrence Pendleton of the Coast years ago. About three years ago
for her.
visiting her father H. Heistad, Ames
nt
i
o
^
d
w
a
r
d
s
°
ll6*na
newly
Pointed
right.
J. Emerson Watts is expected home able to be around until within a week i Guard cutter Klckapoo was visiting this couple adopted Janet Pendleton, bury Hill, returned Friday by train to nnVi
quire at 12 EDWARDS ST._______ 116 H8 E A MESSER.and
25 shingled.
Ocean St..Price
Rockland.
seven year old daughter of Mr. and
this week. He has been on the previous to her death, the end com- friends in town Friday.
--------117*125
her home in Lowell, Mass.
GIRL wanted for housework. RAY- | Me
Mrs.
H.
W.
Pendleton
of
Warren,
Percy
Moore
and
Ralph
Spear
are
yacht Nanona, C. F. Munson, of New i ing quite suddenly. Mre. Stinson
116*118
ape
Mrs. Eva Gould has moved from MOND PERRY. Tel. 487
doing some inside painting at the now deceased, who was very happy
good as new. used very llt1
York, owner. The yachting season
lttle. LEWIS
Spruce street to her former home on
ELDERLY LADY wanted to board In DELANO Friendship.
:
was
a
kind,
faithful
wife
and
mother
with
them.
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
J.
Andrews.
117*119
has been shorter this year than
country home. MRS. A. F. GROSS.
Russell
avenue.
She
will
be
joined
Herbert
Kenniston.
Charles
Hysler
Mr.
Wade
became
a
member
of
St.
; and did everything possible to make
SAWED SLAB WOOD $1 per ft.. $8
Lincolnville
Tel.
4-4.
116-118
usual.
later by her mother Mrs. Mary Thurs
cord.
Also general trucking. V. C.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hale Hodgman of a happy home. She had many and Joseph Stickney have been George Lodge of Masons when 21 ton who will make her home with
Tel.
MENDING. DARNING, plain sewing GRINDLE, 105 New County road.
years of age and had served in the
Camden spent Monday in town as friends, both among the aged and shingling the Emerson studio.
679-X.
117*122
wanted.
Prices
right.
Call
4
WILLOW
capacity of master, was a member her.
ST., room 3.
115*117RIPE CUCUMBERS for sweet pickles
guests of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles. the young, and the latter used often
____________________________________
Miss Marion Weidman and Fred A.
Earl Sheldon, accompanied by his of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., of which he
Mr. Hodgman is well known in
EXTRA GOOD Jersey cow wanted, a t;
gather at her home and there mother, Mrs. Alfred Sheldon, mo- had been worthy patron a t different Cole motored to Lincolnville S atur reasonable
price. Call Camden 2023. or! Sjan f C a l ? m 1 o ? 5 m N7E S TeiS ^ m Kw"
Maine, having been treasurer of to
address
BOX 141. Rockport, Me. 115-117 SIAN. Call 11 to 1 or 5 to 7. Tel 5®«-W.
spend many pleasant evenings. She tored to Portland Thursday.
day
and
enjoyed
dinner
at
Shore
j times, and also a member of Georges
Camden for nearly 20 years.
Gardens.
took great pride hi the work of mak
AN ELDERLY person, semi-invalid, or
Mrs. Percy Bowley, accompanied by River Lodge. K. of P.. a t Warren.
Miss Grace Greenleaf of Philadel ing attractive quilt tops and was
HOUSE for sale. South Main
Patrons of the library and all in children wanted to board. Kind care. ; SMALL
rent plan. $1250. $12.50 per month.
phia is the guest of her sister Mrs. also very proficient at knitting Mrs. Jesse Mills, Mrs. Joseph Stick- I He was a Knight Templar and 32nd terested in the work will be glad to good home, rates reasonable. NEEDY St.,
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
ney,
Mrs.
Earl
Robinson
and
Mrs
degree
Mason
and
belonged
to
Kora
WIDOW,
care
Courier-Gazette.
115-117
J
Alvah J. Lineken.
115-tf
stockings and mittens.
Herbert Weaver, attended the Pyth- Temple, Mystic Shrine a t Lewiston, know that the Bookmobile, recently
EXPERIENCED LIME BURNER and
... „
* • **
Mrs. Stinson leaves two daughters ian convention Wednesday at Golden He was a man of sterling character purchased from a fund contributed hydrator operator wanted at once. Refpiano and other
Communicate with Manager. ^ 2 ond hand furniture for sale. TEL
Mrs. William Hocking who has and three sons, Mrs. Melvin Stinson Cross Temple. Belfast. They report a and well beloved by a large circle of by the BPW Clubs and presented to erences. LIME
CO . Amsden. Vt
_____________________^ _ 1 1 6 -1 1 8
been at Knox Hospital is now at the and Mrs. Albert Thurlow, Capt. Al good convention, and the hospitality friends, and held the respect of all the Maine State Library, will be at AMSDEN
___________________ “__________ 113*118
USED FURNITURE for sale at 110
Knox Hotel.
fred. Harry and Ralph Stinson. All of the Golden Cross Temple was much by his high moral integrity. He was Rockport library Wednesday at 10.45 POINTER OR SETTER DOG wanted. P ^ er° ck St • including home {urnlJh "
railge kitchen range, etc. ApMr. and Mrs .Arthur Mossman and are married but Ralph. She lost her appreciated.
a. m. and open for inspection. This male, three to five years old. good lor .
a great friend in time of need.
and partridge, country bred
Monday» Tuesday or
daughters Edith and Doris were husband four years ago, and two
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Eldridge reServices were held at his late home idea of the Bookmobile was conceived woodcock
and trained o. k. Good care and home, : Wea nesoay._____________________ 116-117
supper guests Sunday of Mrs. Floyd soils Rodney, a World War Veteran turned Friday to Chatham. M ass. in Camden, Sept, 17. Rev. Mr. Luce for the benefit of localities without State price. H. H McCARTY, P. O. Box
ONE STUDEBAKER Cbmmander Se-Barnes at Wiley's Corner.
113*118 dan; one Bulck Coach; 1 Chevrolet
died hi 1918, and Irving almost four after visiting Mrs. Annie Spear and of the M. E. Church officiating. The the convenience of a public library. 345. Phone 485 Bath. Me.
Good peaches can be raised in years ago.
WANTED TO BUY old chintz or cop- \
To™rln,5 Car' ffor sale. E.
Mrs. V. A. Rokes.
flowers were many and beautiful tes- Books of all types will be displayed
per
plate,
old
books.
Williamson's
His- : P.'~ LINSCOTT. 73 Crescent St. Tel.
Thomaston. Mrs. Nellie Bean has
Mrs. Clarence Spear entertained at tifying to the love and good feeling
She will never be forgotten.
812-W.
115-117
tory
of
Maine,
antique
gold
jewelry,
old
She was ever kind and true
a tree from which she has gathered
a birthday Darty Thursday evening in held for the deceased. The bearers
silver. Currier and Ives pictures, pewter. 1 WOMAN'S RACCOON COAT, size 38WALDOBORO
Helping us just like a mother
chlna
tea
sets.
Address
COLLECTOR.
40.
finest
skins,
almost
new
Will
sactwo bushels of nice fruit, and there
honor
of
her
husband's
birthday
anwere
A
rthur
Davis.
M
artin
Richards,
In everything th a t she could do.
Studebaker now adds to its
Box 208, Rockland. Me
112*11', 1 rlflce. KLAGGE KROFT MANOR. South
are many more still on the tree.
niversary. Guests present were Mr. | Clarence Taylor and Edward Wells
Mrs.
V
B.
Hagerman
has
been
the
Hope.
115»117
laurels the certified A. A. A.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Stahl of Cam
As a matter of fact, the man who | and Mrs. Maynard Creamer. Mr. and all of Camden. Interm ent was in guest of her daughter, Mrs. Horace
FORTY LOBSTER TRAPS. 60 buoys. 10
den were callers upon Mrs. Hattie lives within his income never gets as Mrs. E. C. Spear. Mr. and Mrs. George the family lot in Rockville. Mr. Morse in Bath.
records for Lookout M oun
bottoms. 25 cross pieces: nine pheasants.
t
Allen
Sunday.
Counce,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
V.
McIntyre
10
bantams. E. T. HART. Box 40. TenWade leaves his widow Mrs. Cathe
much credit as the man who doesn't.
tain, Uniontown Hill, M t.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson
115*117
♦ a n t’s Harbor.
! and Mr. and Mrs. O B. Libby. Mr. rine Wade, the daughter Jan et Pen
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Butler are —Louisville Times.
Baldy, Signal Mountain, M t.
KITCHEN KINEO stove. Crawford
4
I Spear received several nice presents. dleton Wade, and a sister Mrs. Alice have returned to Malden. Mass., after
happy in the birth of a son Sept. 23.
spending two weeks with Mrs. Annie
parlor stove, two-burner Perfection oil
Washington, Mt. Mansfield,
Cards featured the evening, high i Cook qf Warren,
Thomaston friends of Miss Agnes
stove with oven, dining room table,
Thompson.
score being recorded by Mrs. Blanche
Brown of Rockland are interested in
THREE FURNISHED rooms for two square cornered, china closet, buffet,
M t. H o ly o k e and t h ir t y
Brunswick phonograph and records, sev
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Cooney,
who
DPODle.
A.
L.
INGRAHAM.
439
Main
s
t
.
McIntyre and Maynard Creamer, low
the statement that she has sent ma
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
other well-known test climbs.
-117*119 eral oil paintings for sale at 11 Lisle St.
passed the summer at their home City. Tel. 105-2.
,
, , J.
, „
. score by Mrs. E. C. Spear and A. V.
terials to Monhegan to build a cot
Call at THE KENMORE, 29 Park St.
you are thoroughly dissatisfied, and McIntyre
here, returned Sunday to Brooklyn.
The Pikes Peak stock car
HOUSE on Camden St., seven rooms, __ __________________________ 115-120
tage.
If
you
are
a
subscriber
tn
discouraged
with
different
prepara'
Herbert
K
Thomas
has
a
new
Atbath,
furnace.
Apply
MRS.
FROST.
Tel.
Miss Mary Burns of Boston is visit
FITTED HARD WOOD $12. limbs $10.
Mrs. Catherine Seaver who has
record has long been held b y
117-tf Junks
The Courier-Gazette and are
that you have used for, Indiges- Water-Kent radio
$12. long $10. Soft wood and slabs,
ing her mother Mrs. Fannie Burns. 318-W.
been visiting her sister Mrs. Marga tions
$8. lumber. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. Rocktion Sour Stomach Bloating, Gas on
and Mrs John Davis and Mrs
Studebaker.
leaving home for any time, long
NICE
CLEAN
HOUSE,
lights
and
furMrs.
Byron
Witham
and
son
of
ret Stewart returns today to Boston,
105-tf
nace. Apply to EVA AMES, 28 Elm St.
263' 21
or short, let us mail the paper to
Studebaker’s records were
Newport. R. I., are visiting her par Tel. 1293.
and planned to make the trip by Stomach Misery, go to your neighbor- i Oeor8e Rar.quist motored Wednesday
117*119 ( MAPLE CREST POULTRY FARM for
you
during
your
absence.
The
,
~~
„
™„.
~
Portland
with
Clarence
Peabody
to
sale. Price right. Call or wite H. C.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. James Harkins.
plane.
set by a car certified b y
ATTRACTIVE apartment five rooms, BUBER. Warren. Me. Tel. Warren 6-31.
, .. , , ,, ,
„
..
hood druggist and get a bottle of visit Mrs. Rar.quist's daughter who is
regular copy of the paper will
Mrs. Fronia Kuhn of Rockland has all modern, garage, centrally located. •
American Automobile A sso
°
Priest Indigestion Powder, price 50c, in the hospital there.
114-tf
go to th e home as usual. Just
EVELYN SNOW. 8 Green StClub are reminded that
been the guest of her sister, Miss MRS
“ the club sea $1.00, $1.50, Priest Regulators, the
1930 FORD TRUCK for sale. Good
telephone the address to the
Thomaston.
117-119
ciation officials as regular
Frank Montgomery. Miss Ida Stev
son begins Oct. 1, and each is asked ideal tonic laxative for chronic con
Jessie
Miller.
—
condition
in
every
way.
Ready
for
work.
office, or mail a card. The paper
APARTMENTS to let. 2, 3 or 5 rooms,
ens and Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn
— O C. COOK. Friendship. Tel. 128-2 Wal
factory production in every
to secure at least one new member. stipation, price 25c and 75c.
Lloyd Burkett of Hartford, Conn., furnished
or
unfurnished,
all
modern.
will
follow
wherever
you
go.
and
doboro.
112*117
left Sunday for a week's trip to New
Everyone is invited to join with or
is passing a vacation with his par MRS. LERMAN. 10 Pleasant St. 115-117
particular. Y ou can step in to
will stop on notice when you ar
-----2---------------..^4, WOOD, fitted $14; junks. $12; small
without a special invitation. This is
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burkett.
FURNISHED cottage: to let on sea found. $10; O. H. CRIE, Thomaston
P r ie s t D r u g C o m p a n y Hampshire.
any Studebaker salesroom
rive home. There will be no
Seven guests took dinner Sunday
good fiahlm
P. O. address E. V. ______________________________
a delightful w’ay of entertainm ent.
Tel. 122-2.
Capt. and Mrs. Millard F. Wade shore,
110-tf
charge.
SHEA. South “Thiomaston. Me.
T el.,
and buy an absolute dupli
and self improvement and also adds \ 98 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine with Misses Susie and Harriet Hahn
and Mrs. L. B. Hall, who were at the 853-11
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14, long
Rockland.
109-tl
At
The
Sign
Of
The
Blue
Bottle
and
Willard
Hahn,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
$10.
Junks
$12;
soft
wood
fitted
$9.
L. F.
many new books to the library.
cate.
Wade home here for the month of
THREE ROOM apartment, furnished.
105-tf
Oct. 3 and 10 Dr. Crie's clinic for
September, returned Monday to Wol earage. to let. J. E MURCH, Camden TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 City.
Proof piles upon proof th at
116*118
THOROUGHBRED Angus cattle, six
St. at Rockport line.
laston, Mass.
children will be open from 9 to 11
.
4
--------- cows, two heifers, one bull, for sale
in a Studebaker you get the
THREE four or six room apartm ents cheap. Grades and thoroughbred sheep
a. m. All ages are admitted up to
Mrs C. B. Waltz of Everett. Mass.,
let. electric lights, toilet. Inquire at ' h d CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 83. 103-tf
best performing car in Amer
and including 12 years. Check up on
is visiting her sister Mrs. Ida Achorn to
10 LAUREL ST.
116-tf i
the gains made in health this sum
Mrs. Theodora Pearl has returned
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
ica. M otoring has nothing
FURNISHED HOUSE to let. with ga- , cottages for sale and rent, attractive
mer. and see that the little folks get J
to Concord. N. H„ after visiting her raRe.
for
small
family.
Inquire
478
OLD prices, ideal locations, tea houses, and
more to offer!
a good start for winter.
Tel. 645-Y.
116-118shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast.
sister Mrs. May Welt for several COUNTY RD.
__________________________
weeks.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid w ill;
TWO ROOM apartment to let. newly i Maine.
_______________________ 93-tf
BLACK WORK HORSE for sale. 1800
meet at the vestry Wednesday at 9 30 |
Dr. and Mrs. P. G. Cadieu have renovated, street floor, burners in range.
garage.
Apply
MARSHALL'S,
6
Willow
|
lbs.
Harness
and wagon. P. G. WILLEY
for work. Picnic dinner served atI
been passing a few days in Boston. St____________________116*118,
CO., Camden.
99-tf
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch and
FOUR ROOM unfurnished apartm ent
hot air furnaces for said?
T el. 700
Capt. Harris Kalloch is on vacation
family have moved into the house by to let at 59 Masonic St., second floor. R. WeSUNBEAM
have a carload which we are selling
113-tf at very low prices this year. Also one
at his home on Fluker street. The
the railroad crossing on the North U. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
Park & U n ion Sts. Rockland captain has spent the summer sailing ]
FOUR rooms and bath to let. centrally second hand 20 In furnace at a bargain.
Waldoboro road.
A .T. NORWOOD. Warren. Tel 22.
located,
adults
only.
Apply
34
JAMES
the yacht Halcon of Boston, and re
Mrs. F. A. Levensaler and Mrs. ST. or Tel. 206-R after 5 p. m.
115*117 ________________________________ 98-tf
ports much rainy weather this season.
Harry Staples of South Elliot have
LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from
FRONT ROOM with bath
After two weeks he will return to
been at the Levensaler camp. Back toPLEASANT
the m anufacturer to the user. F itte d let at 200 MAIN ST. Tel. 1004-M.
Boston where he has employment
Cove.
115-117 wood $14. Junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $6.50,
FURNISHED eight roonThouse to let. D e h v e r e d / a. ^PACKARD^'r .111?’8 d\
winters as janitor.
Samuel Glidden and Miss Etta
bath, hot and cold water, furnace heat, Thomaston. Me.
♦***
Glidden, who were at their camp at etc.
’
105-tf
With or without garage. MINNIE
Martin's Point -during the summer, C. SMITH,
37 Spring St. Tel. 981-W.
Theodore Bradford of Mechanic
have returned to Charlestown, Mass
115-117
street has picked ripe strawberries
The winter time schedule on the
FURNISHED apartment to let. heated,
from his Dunlap plants twice within
115-120
Maine Central railroad went into at 14 MASONIC ST.
a few days. This is a second crop—
FURNISHED bedroom with bath to let.
effect locally Sunday, with trains east
an unusual thing.
Warm
and
sunny.
Price
reasonable.
.e.
bound at 9.40 a. m., 1.59 p. m.. 6.50 Board if desired MRS. ROBBINS. 20
Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett went
CHIMNEYS
CLEANED
at
reasonable
p.
m.:
Sunday.
9.35
a.
m.;
west
bound,
Maple
St.
Tel.
143-R.
115*117
Monday to Boston. Mr. Hewett is
rates. Now is the time to have it done.
8 46 a. m„ 3.00 fi. m.. 601 p. m.; Sun
TENEMENT to let. five rooms and i TONY. THE GREEK. 5 Donahue Place.
having a week's vacation from the
bath down stairs. 16 Ocean St. PHIL _______________________________
day, 3.17 p. m.
116-118
Brackett drug store.
SULIDES. opp. Strand Theatre.
115-tf I
SPEAR’S CIDER MILL at West Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ifemey mo
THREE FURNISHED rooms or single | Wilf start Tuesday. Oct. 6, and each
The
trouble
with
the
world
when
it
tored to South Portland and on re
rooms to let. All modern. HILL DANE. Tuesday and Saturday after._____ 116*118
was flying high was that it f-ave no Tel. 427-W.
115-tf
turn were accompanied by William
Civil Serv
thought
to
the
landing
problem.
ROOM with bath to let at 82 Lime- iceSTENOGRAPHER-TYPIST.
Ifemey who has had employment
examinations are to be held soon,
Philadelphia
Inquirer.
rock
St.
Apply
LILLIAN
BICKNELL.
closing date of application, Oct. 8.
there this season. Mrs. William
115*117 Write for personal interview regarding
Ifemey is visiting in Nova Scotia.
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three our coaching service for this examina
The S tate Library Bookmobile
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults tion. F. I., care The Courier-Gazette.
will be at the Public Library today,
only: LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Llmerock ____________________________________ 115
from 2.45 to 3.15.
_____________________________ 115117 I THIS IS THE TIME to have those dead
LARGE HOUSE of seven rooms to let. trees taken down and dead limbs reThe Thursday evening prayer
fumace. modern bath, and lights. W. ! moved by an expert. JOHN B. GOODmeeting of the Baptist Church will
P. BURPEE. 43 Park St., morning or eve- 1 WIN. Tree Surgeon, Waldoboro. Tel.
nlng.______
114-tf | 8!-2
________________________115’ 118
be held at 7.15 until further notice.
> /
Clarence Shaw who has been re
THE BRITT HOME will care for elder
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath,
with all modern improvements, to let. at ly people. Invalids, convalescents, any
siding in Rockland was a caller Sun
20 CAMDEN ST. Tel. 639-J.
114-119 kind of sickness except surgical or conday at the home of his parents, on
taglous cases.
114*119
for
FIVE ROOM upstairs tenement. 28
the way to Concord, N. H., where Mr.
RADIO REPAIRING expertly done. 24
Florence St. Lights, cellar, toilet, shed.
and Mrs. Shaw will make their home
hour
service
on
all
work.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 213-R.
114-tf
RADIO HOSPITAL. Tel. 854 or 987-X.
in the future.
FIVE ROOM heated apartm ent, all
112-t
The High School commercial de
modern
Improvements.
Inquire
91
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 552-W. 113*118
partment has 49 pupils enrolled.
by m anufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
l ig h t
Mrs. Otho Hatch is visiting Mrs.
BARTLETT. Harmony, Me._______105-117
housekeeping to let. E N. SYLVESTER
Lillian H atch in Waltham, Mass.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawa
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
111-tf
Why
not
make
some
of
those
discarded
things
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMERally Day at the Baptist Church
UNFURNISHED apartment, five rooms, ROCK ST. Tel.1010.______________ 105-tf
school called together 157 person’.
with toilet, to let. AduLts only. In 
in your attic gratify your desire for that cer
IF YOU NEED SERVICE of stenograquire 74 CAMDEN ST.
111-tf
The exercises were by the primary
pher or typist call HUSTON-TUTTLE
FURNISHED small house to let. three 3OOK STORE. 405 Main St. Tel. 684-M.
C om plete with
tain new thing for which you have been yearn
and junior departments, with the
rooms: also two room furnished apart Rates reasonable.
adult department represented in a
100-tf
ment. gas. lights and toilet. FLORENCE
List your items in
ing?
reading by Mrs. A. F. Rice. Diplomas
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
McLAIN, 100 Main St. Tel. 1263. 110-tf
CO.
were given to 12 graduates from the
DESIRABLE Main street office to let. Prom pt service. CRIE HARDWARE105-tf
the “HOUSEHOLD
primary to the junior department.
steam heated: furnished If desired.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
110-tf
7 hey still have value and usefulness for some
Several promotions were made from
GOODS for SALE”
O U C H a scene sh o u ld
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
APARTMENT, six rooms and bath. 104 solicited.
the cradle roll to the beginners class.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
North
Main
St.
TEL.
27-M.
109-tf
one or you wouldn't have saved them. Turn
never be played to
Section of The Cou
*♦♦*
TENEMENT of five rooms to let at 34
em pty pews — and, say
that value into cash by locating those who
MASONIC ST. Tel. 768-M.
109-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron A. Clark were
rier-Gazette’s Want
ROCKLAND weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Da
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let, on
032 MAIN ST.
w h at you please, a full
would welcome the chance to get them at a
Orient St. NELSON B. COBB. Fullervid Dickey in Marlboro, Mass.
Ads. Call 770 and an
Cobb-Davls.
105-tf
church m eans g o o d ad
Authorized Crosley Deaer
Mrs. Clara Fuller who has been
fair
price.
Buyers
are
not
hard
to
find?
UNFURNISHED apartment of 5 rooms
Ad-Taker will help
113-116
guest of Mrs. Virginia Daniels for two
vance notices. M ost o f all,
with toilet, to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
weeks, has returned to Dorchester,
ST. Tel. 156-W._________________ 103-tf
you.
p le n ty 1o f in v i t a t i o n s —
Mass.
SINGLE HOUSE on Rockland St., to i
Hundreds
of
people
are
daily
reading
our
W
ant
let—six rooms, electric lights, lots of
Harry C. Moody who has been at
aristocratic-looking ones,
land. Inquire 15 ROCKLAND ST.
his home in Brookline, Mass., is now
Ads just for such opportunities for procuring
b e a u tif u lly e n g r a v e d .
____
102-tf|
at his summer residence on High
We believe “a satisfied cus
JUST REPAIRED and cleaned 6 room
usable things without paying the “first hand"
Such invitations sho u ld
street.
tenement on Warren St. Inquire 11
tomer is the best advertise
rw ith a n " M jh a t counts"
JAMES
ST.
Tel.
577.
87-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend are
ment,” and on th a t principle,
b e engraved u p o n th e
price.
visiting relatives in Union.
TO LET—5-room fiat, all modern. Z3
ojir business is increasing.
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT, i
rich , vellum -like tex tu re
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter returned
We shall be very glad to ad
240 Broadway.
105-tf
Monday to Boston to resume her po
o f L inw eaveW edding Pa
vise you on the selection of a
sition
with
Mrs.
Ernest
Young.
suitable Memorial for your
Sea V ie w Garage, Inc.
pers. May w e show th em
Jack Frost decorated several fields
Cemetery plot.
689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1250 here Monday night.
t o you?
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ward
Grafton
are
ROCKLAND
at home after a visit with their
$^ *•* *•• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• *•>*•*${
The Courier-Gazette
W m . E. D om an & Son
66-t.r
daughter Mrs. Edward Andrews in
SEVERAL PIECES of property. MRS
(,
Me.
117*122
L.
R
FORES.
Rockville.
Plainfieia. Vt.
Inc.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Robinson
FARM for sale. 50 acres, ten room
copies of The Courier-Gazette, w ith the and Mrs. Vertner Beckett are visithouse, barn, garage, poultry house 21x
EAST UNION, ME.
hnmp news a t the Old South News .
. . .
,, ,
61 ft., brooder house, good condition.
i' a v k h s
Ageiicv W ashington St., next Old South ing relatives in New York.
HTT-tf
Must be seen to be appreciated. BOX 26,
Church: also a t M. Andaman's, 284 TreMiss Mildred Dcmmons has reNorth
Waldoboro,
Me.
115*117
E-SMB

THOMASTON

In E verybody’s Column

37

I

SITUATIONS

♦

: LOST A N D FOUND \

fam ous

hill-climb

FOR SALE

records
broken
by one

free -wheeling.

Studebaker

**«

TO LET

IF -

Rockland Garage Co.

HEAR

♦ MISCELLANEOUS j

THE

Hew Crosley
8 TUBE
Superheterodyne
RADIO
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Miss May M. Wood of Somerville,
CAMDEN
t Mass,, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith have ,
Austin J. Moody a t The Highlands. returned to Melrose, Mass., after
For a few days this week Miss Wood
several weeks in Camden.
I is visiting her father, John Wood, on spending
Mrs. Joseph Defrees has closed her
Rockport Girl Tells the Story of These Notable
1White Island.
cottage on Bay View street an d re- :
Gatherings On the Pacific Coast
turned to Chicago.
Mrs. R. S. Sherman is confined to
Mrs. Fred B. Herrick has returned
| her home on Grove street by illness. from a visit with her parents Mr. and I
j Mrs. Charles E. Smith in WashingIMiss Marieta Shibles, a form er, many with 30 German boys to atI n ad d itio n to personal notes regard
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg left yester- j Mr and Mrs Edward Elwell of ' ton.
Rockport girl, was attendant upon Jtend school for a few weeks in the
ing dep artu res and arrivals, th is d e p a rt
day
for
a
motor
trip
to
Quebec,
ex1
Portland,
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I
Capt.
W.
S.
Annis
of
South
Hani
three
notable conventionsheld durm en t especially desires Inform ation of
summer; then these same German
social happenings, p arties, musicals, etc. pecting to be gone until the last of Harold Rackliffe for the weekend.
| son, Mass, is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. ing thepast season, twoonthe Paboys goi with their new English boy
Notes sen t by m all or telephone will be
the week,
_____
j
-------, p H Wilbur, Sea street.
j cific coast and one in Denver. For friends to Cheffleld for a few weeks
gladly received.
. - __ , „„„ I Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory, son | Henry Beverage and sons Donald the columns of The Courier-Gazette in their homes and school.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W
Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr. and
sonc h a rjes and Mr and Mrs w illiam ! and Francis of Portland were week- she has briefly reviewed the o ut
Other helps to mutual understand
Richard went to Brunswick Sunday Ciinton of Glencove were guests of j end guests of his mother Mrs. A. F standing features of the several ing are International Clubs, which
Mrs. William E. Hardy of Arlington to be guests of relatives for the week. Miss Helen Merry Sunday a{ the Beve’age
gatherings. Miss Shibles is t h e , exchange photographs of cities and
Mass., announces the engagement of
“Doll House,” Crescent Beach.
vCapt. and Mrs. Edward Leman and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. people, send Christmas boxes and
her daughter, Miss Katherine Hardy,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gay and
-------j son Alfred have returned to Harps- Shibles of Rockport, and sister of Red Cross boxes, make scrap books,
California
to Sidney Morse Bird of Boston son son Stanley motored Sunday to
Mrs. Helen Williams has r e - j well after spending the summer in Lester H. Shibles, state leader of the and present pageants and school exof Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird of Brunswick where they visited Alvary
PR U N ES
turned to her home on Limerock Camden.
4-H Club. She is a graduate of hibitions which center around the |
Rockland, Me. Miss Hardy is a Gay at Bowdoin College.
Tuesday at the Comique Theatre Bates College and spent a summer international idea.
street after caring for Mrs. M artha
Kershey's Chocolate Kisses
graduate of Sea Pines School and a t
40/5C’.
Foreign language clubs have un
tended the Bouve-Boston Schoo! cf
Mrs. J. O. Stevens was hostess to Farnham in T enant’s Harbor. Mrs. Adolphe Menjou will be seen in “The abroad studying French. She is now
G
e n u in e H e rsh e y 'i
Physical Education. Mr. Bird was the Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday Farnham went Sunday to Boston, Great Lover;” Wednesday, Jack instructor of th a t language in the limited opportunities and radio and
Sweet Chocolate Kisses
4 it>» 2 9 c
Oakie in “June Moon;” Thursday, Mount Vernon (N. Y.) High School— movie contributions showing life in
graduated from Bowdoin College in with luncheon at Mrs. Edith Jones’ where she will spend the winter.
individually wrapped
“Viennese Nights;” Friday, Dorothy Ed.l
foreign countries are especially valu
the class of 1929.—Boston Transcript. and cards a t her home on Talbot
♦* • •
Mackaill
in
“Party
Husband;”
S
atur
Miss
Henrietta
Ames
of
Matinicus
able.
avenue.
who is visiting friends in Camden day, Buck Jones in “Desert Ven
Mrs. James Ewing of Weymouth,
The National Education Associa
was guest Sunday night of Miss Alena geance.”
We have seen how the schools from
VANILLA
\s r
Mass., is visiting her sister, Flora
tion held its 69th annual convention
PAPER
FOLLOWS
YOU
Young,
after
attending
the
funeral
Remember
the
second
social
of
the
Wyman at The Highlands.
in Los Angeles June 27-July 3, with the grades through the universities
of the late John F. Howard of W ins Baptist Calendar Club will be held a record registration of 15,000. The are working for world understand
ancake lour
pkgs
If you are a subscriber to
low.
Wednesday evening. Program a t 8 phases stressed most were health ing, and intelligent appreciation of
Prof. Harry T. Baker has returned
The
Courier-Gazette
and
are
o'clock,
and
refreshments.
other
nations
for
friendly
relations.
to Baltimore to resume his duties
education of the child—even before
Vermont Maid Syrup .
jug 23c
Salada Tea red label % lb pkg 23c
leaving home for any time, long
Mrs. Earle Spear lEvelyn Elwell*
as a member of the faculty of
At the Grange hall tonight, Tues-1 school age; rural education and civic The church is also doing much
Armour's Corned Beef .
tin 19c
Rumford Baking Powder lb tin 30c
or
short,
let
us
mail
the
paper
to
j
upon
whom
a
surgical
operation
was
Goucher College.
day, Converse Nickerson, th e on e, education. The pupil in a small through mission study and gifts to
Guest Ivory Soap . 6 cakes 25c
N.B.C. Mayfair Cookies
lb 23c
you during your absence. The
j performed four weeks ago at Knox man Chautauqua, will give a varied one-room school should have as good Ichildren in foreign schools. After
regular
copy
of
the
paper
will
Mule Team Borax .
. pkg 15c
Macaroni or Spaghetti
2 pkgs 15c
;
Hospital,
is
now
a
t
the
home
of
her
program of
exclusion act, the chil
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Shaw
. music and dramatic- .se.
. teac|]ers and as g00d equipment as *the" Japanese
’
go to the home as usual. Just
sister, Mrs. Harold Rackliffe.
Maltex Breakfast Food . pkg 22c
5c Package G ndies
• 3 for 10c
lections a t 8 o’clock.
are taking up their residence in
the child in the large cities. There dren of the federal churches of
telephone the address to the
Concord, N. H., where Mr. Shaw has
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe E. Laubach j should be “equal, adequate ediica- IAmerica sent 28,000 dolls of friendFLAKES ON
office, or mail a card. The paper
Mrs. Harold Davis of Robinson have returned to their hom e in j yon (0 everv child in the state.”
BIG
I shiP t0 the children of Japan. These
a new position in the automobile
GRANULES
A PKGS
will follow wherever you go, and
street was hostess to the Jolly Eight Downey, Calif., after spending a few i civic education trains boys and ' dolls were so prized by the Japanese
business.
Thursday evening. Honors in bridge weeks in town,Mrs. Laubach w as; girls to fill
will stop on notice when you ar
NO 2
STANDARD
their places in the world 1that in return, 48 Japanese dolls
rive home. There will be no
were carried off by Mrs. Addie Sim  formerly Mary McKay of Camden not merely as American citizens but I were sent
GRADE
CANS
Mrs. S. A. Gould who has been the
every state in the Union,
mons
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Carroll.
charge.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thom - ■
and her old acquaintances were as intelligent world citizens. A ll!Thousands of friendship school bags
dike and other friends since closing I
M rt
W ilm e r <?t«nlev M rs Tenn-a p' eased to greet her after an absence were urged
to work harder than ever were sent to the children of Mexico
Wolin jk o u x
N O N E-SU C H
LA CHOY
Mr.. WilmerStanley, Mrs. nenora of many years from her home town. I ;n th ese tim e s o f deo ressio n to a v o id after our trouble there am} as a reher cottage at Holiday .Beach is now j The T Club was entertained at a Blake
and Miss Marion Blake spent | The regatta at Lake Megunticook , ^ e s ^ t i m e s o f d =
ton to avoid suit, courses of international rela
visiting at Cape Cottage, Portland, I chicken dinner Friday evening by
Mazda Lamps
Chinese Foods
Mince M eat
on her way to Wellesley, Mass.
j Mrs. Alton Brown, Rockport. Mrs. the weekend in Portland with Mrs. Sunday was largely attended and Parents’ and society’s eternal debt tions for good will were there es
25 to 60 watte
, Stanley's sister, Mrs. Harvey Lowell.
Pi<
Pl.te
tablished
in
the
schools.
The
chil
-------Edna Robbins was a special guest.
there were some good races. The | to children is a good education which
Noodlci
c . 21c
FREEwith
A card party will be given at the j
_____
dren
also
sent
28,000
treasure
chests
regatta
was
given
for
the
benefit
of
Sprout)
cm 1 8 c
uch 20=
Ernest Young of Matinicus arrived the Camden young man who was is their greatest inheritance.
home of Mrs. Marcia Green, Owl’s j Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mr. and Mrs.
1to the children of the Philippines as
2 pks. 29=
Soy Seuce kol21«
Head, tonight under the auspices of 1h . W. Thorndike, and Mr. and Mrs. Saturday and with Miss Alena Young ; seriously hurt a few weeks ago at
Ctn of 6 . . $1.01
tokens
of
friendship.
The International Christian En
attended the funeral of the late J. F.
Fales Circle.
J C. R. Wilson of West Palm Beach, Howard
Friendship is akin to love and
deavor convention was held during where
in Winslow. Mr. Young will races at Lake Pushaw.
there is love, there is peace.
have returned from Ash Point where remain in Winslow for a short visit.
the
week
of
July
13
in
San
Francisco
Mrs. Marie Peary Stafford, who has they spent two weeks at the Davies
2 LB
The
billions
of dollars spent on mili
Lenfest-Derry
with a registration of 14,000. Where tary equipment
PKG
been spending the summer at South I cottage.
are
not
echoing
love.
Miss
Emma
G.
Lufkin
of
Pigeon
At
the
home
of
the
bride
on
Moun
as the Los Angeles convention placed
Harpswel! has returned to her home 1
HOP
Mass.. Mrs. Milton Bray and tain street, Sunday at 3 o’clock Miss the emphasis on the teachers to The real solution for world peace
in Cambridge. Mrs. Stafford is the I Miss Eliza Steele, Red Cross nurse, Cove.
FLAVORED
we believe rests In our schools,
daughter
Miss
Ada
Bray
and
Mrs.
daughter of the late Admiral Rob- , jS at Knox Hospital where she is re- Murray of Dorchester. Mass., were re  Stella Lee Derry was united in m ar guide and direct the education of the churches, homes and publications to
riage to Lee Lenfest, Rev. T. M. G rif child, this convention laid the re
ert E. Peary, discoverer of the North covering from a surgical operation.
cent guests a t Pleasant View Farm , fiths of Waterville officiating, the sponsibility on the shoulders of the teach children to appreciate cul
Pole, and is best known to the world j
-------tural riches of other nations, and
single ring service being used. The | boys and girls themselves.
as the “Snow Baby," having been
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kalloch were Glencove.
------j house was attractively decorated
It is theirs to seek ideals th a t will realize our interdependence and in
born in the Far North.
/
j in Boston for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Fernald of with fall flowers and following the ' lift our civilization to higher levels; debtedness to each other.
Miss Elizabeth McCoy who has , Mrs. Fannie Egerton who has been Portsmouth. N. IL, spent the weekend ceremony ice cream and cake were to know the vital power of God in
UNION
been spending a month’s vacation; visiting her daughter, Mrs. E. P. with Mr. and Mrs. George McLaugh- served. Only the relatives an d in ti- ; every-day living. Col. Raymond
mate friends of the contracting Robbins of Chicago would give this
with her mother, Mrs. John McCoy, Ahern, Thomaston, is now the house lin Mrs. Nellie Hannon who has been
parties were present. The bride wore generation if he had only one gift
and sister, Miss Alta McCoy, in , guest of her niece, Mrs. Annie UlOpportunity Class meets Thursday I a dress of rose brown tran sp a ren t' to give, not higher education, not keeping house for Alvah Ames for
WED.-THURS.
Thomaston, has returned to Chicago mer Rockland.
evening in the First Baptist parlors. i velvet. Howard Derry, brother o f! health education, as much as he several months is now at her home
to resume her position with the Navy J
______
Department of the G reat Lakes S ta- | Mr. and Mrs. William Driscoll, Jr., All finished articles for the mission i the bride, was best man, Miss Leona ! values and treasures them, but the at South Montville.
ary box are to be taken to this m eet
The American Legion Auxiliary has
tion.
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. ing; also the mite boxes. Election of I Lenfest, sister of the groom, was "will to pray and to work under
bridesmaid, and Mrs. Howard Derry, prayer.” Righteous laws, shorter been working long and faithfully pre
and.
-------j T. E. McInnis, Crescent street, have officers will take place.
matron of honor. The bride was : working hours, high wages will never paring for a booth at the fair. They
Miss Irma Fickett has returned to , returned to Chelsea, Mass.
graduated from the Camden High I go very far if the soul of man is not will have a lovely display of goods and
Boston to resume her studies at the
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Brewster, School in 1909. Mr. Lenfest conducts in harmony with his Creator,
with Mrs Lillian Alden in charge it
Leland Powers School of Expression. ; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Worrey and who
have been on a visit to Mr. and
« » »»
is safe to say there will be something
------I son E’wood of Portland and Mr. and Mrs. George A. Brewster of Rankin a business on Bay View street for
Together Again
Cecil Witham leaves today for Bos- , Mrs. O. S. Bryant of Yarmouth were street, have started by motor on re  auto and marine engine repairs. The
The third convention attended was doing.
in
ton. where he will enter Gordon Col- j recent guests of F. C. Flint, FrankMrs. Lulie Uffora and Mrs. Ethel
turn to Yakima Washington, a jo u r presents included silver, linen, cut the 4th biennial conference of the
lege.
lln street.
glass and money. After a wedding JWorld Federation of Education Asso- Griffin returned Sunday from three
ney of about 3000 miles.
trip of two weeks Mr. and Mrs. Len- | ciations held at Denver July 27 to weeks’ visit in Auburndale, Mass.
fest will be a t home at 28 Mountain Aug. 1. This registration was nearly 1Mrs Ufford’s son and wife and daughThe monthly meeting of the BPW
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall left yesMr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Harry
Boynton
of
Club will take place Thursday eve- , terday for a three weeks’ vacation Lexington, Mass., spent the weekend street.
4000, including educators from all | ter Mrs. Burrill, accompanied them
ning with supper at 6.30. Miss Helen trip through Maine, during which at Crescent Beach, guests of their
over the world. From this assem- i home, returning to Auburndale MonCorbett, city matron, will be guest , they will visit relatives in Portland son Stanley C. Boynton.
bly of people were developed con- day.
PO RT CLYDE
speaker.
and Pittston.
structive plans for bringing about
Mr and Mrs Oliver Bryant of Walbetter understanding among nations nut Hill are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook and Mrs.
Donald
Wilson
and
Dick
Murray
The social committee of St. Peter’s i Mrs. E. J. Southard returned to
Brown entertained at a bridge were weekend guests of the Diplock; for world peace, urging a drastic re W. J. Bryant.
Church is sponsoring a harvest bridge ' Winthrop, Mass., with her daughter, Harry
duction of all armaments.
luncheon yesterday afternoon in in Augusta.
Albion J. Whitmore, son Harold
tomorrow evefting a t Grand Army , Mrs. Frank Taylor, and will be her honor of Mrs. Fred Gerst of New
To show how near neighbors we and daughter Mrs. Alice Cunningham
Brother
Holman
has
been
holding
hall.
Mrs. Thomas Foley, Mrs. I guest for a short time.
are
to
the
rest
of
the
world,
greet
York who is spending several weeks some very interesting meetings at the
of Bangor visited relatives here Sun
George B. Davis, Mrs. Walter C. Ladd !
------Owl’s Head Inn. Honors were won Advent chapel. He is a fine speaker. ings were sent from Denver to Bos- day.
As a penniless waif he laved
and Mrs. R. D. Saville have charge j Mrs. Albert T. Gould and daughter at
.
ton
with
return
greetings
in
five,
Mrs. Maynard Marston. Mrs. Sum 
her—as a lady of wealth he
Several from this place are plan I minutes; to London and back in ten 1 Mrs. Cora Mank is visiting her sister
of reservations. Playing will begin ' Miss May Gould, of Waban, Mass.. by
ner Whitney and Mrs. Basil Stinson, ning to attend Union Fair this week. | “
shunned h er—until romance
’
to^Buenos j
David WadeWaterVille’
at 8 o’clock.
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs with a guest prize for Mrs. Gerst.
found its way.
and Mrs. Fred Foster of Ten
John Creighton. Thomaston. Miss
Chester Tracy and family moved to j Ayres and back in five minutes; to 1
ant’s Harbor were guests of relatives
Mrs. Emma Douglass will act as Gould will resume her studies at
The first meeting of the Delphian Rockland last week. Mr. Tracy is ' shanghai and back in 20 minutes here Friday.
ALSO
hostess for the bridge partv given Smith College Oct. 13. the opening
in
poor
health
and
is
attended
by
Dr.
(28.580 miles); and so on. Neigh-1 F. E. Burkett is having a cement
“PRACTICE SHOTS"
this evening a t G rand Army hall date having been postponed owing Society, Chickawaukee Chapter, will Hall.
bors. did one say? Rather, one big
be held Thursday afternoon at the
Home of Paramount Pictures
BOBBY JONES
under the auspices of the Auxiliary of . to the prevalence of infantile paraly- home
Mrs. William Pease has returned family and decidedly interdependent.! platform built in front of his store,
of Mrs. Hervey Allen, Copper
which is an improvement over the
Sons of Union Veterans.
sis.
to
her
home
in
Martinsville
after
a
No nation lives to itself alone. We
Kettle, at 2.30 o'clock.
visit with her father Rufus Teel, who live and die as the rest of the w orld., broken wooden one.
Mrs. Mary Luce and daughter Ber
Mrs. Bertrand Bass of Springfield,
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie and Mr. ’ Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott motored has been very ill, but is now improv
NOW SLOWING
Methods and ideas for attaining
Mass., arrives tomorrow to be the and Mrs. Charles Getchell of Belfast
ing. Mr. Teel is nearly 95 years of world peace differ the world over. tha visited relatives in town Sunday.
“SON OF INDIA”
to
Kent's
Hill
Sunday
where
they
Mr. Nelson who has been working
guest of Mr and Mrs. H. J. Keating. have returned from a motor trip to
with
guests of Miss Ruth Scarlott age and this is his first illness. His Some advocate preparedness, others, on the bridge, has completed his work
Mechanic street.
Boston. Arlington, Hartford, through were
daughter Mrs. Alice Triblcox of | disarmament but the schools have
RAMON NOVARRO
who
teaches
a
t
the
Seminary,
and
the Berkshires and over the Mohawk where they assisted in preparing an PhUadeiphia has been caring for him , (aken an undebatable view point- here and returned to Hallowell.
P e rfo rm a n c e s a t 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Mrs. David Talbot and Miss Maud Trail. They were accompanied home
S a tu rd a y C o n tin u o u s 2.00 to 10.30
assisted by Mrs. Rose Teel Atkins.
apartment
to
be
occupied
by
Dr.
friendly
relations.
For
example
in
P ratt have returned from New York. by Mrs. Horace Getchell of Somer
Scarlott’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. I.
I Marion, Ind.. each geography class
ville, Mass.
B. Scarlott, who are arriving this
selects a country and studies it from
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Spear are on a
a human standpoint—the homes of
trip to New York.
Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. Ellen week.
the people, their clothes, food, work,
Nickerson and Miss Esther NickerMr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson
play, sports, music, art. heroes, etc.;
Mrs. Basil Stinson and Mrs. Herb- j son motored to Bangor Saturday,
will be the last members of the Dark
J then, what this particular country
ert Philbrook returned last week from
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
j has to offer us and the rest of h u 
a motor trip to Ellsworth, Bar H ar
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard mo Harbor summer colony to leave th e
After using troublesom e and
manity. and w hat it has already
bor and Jonesport. They were at the tored Sunday to Orono where they resort this season. They are keeping
contributed to civilization. Classes unsatisfactory battery powered
last named place when Seth Parker visited their son, Richard, a member their place on Seven Hundred Acre
radio sets since
in history and English are correlated
and his company were given the of the freshman class at University Island open until late in October.
the advent of
Meantime Mr. Gibson is making
to give additional information. Chil
of Maine.
homecoming celebration.
broadcasting, it
studies of some of the old residents
dren vie with each other in having
seem
s that the
of
the
Island
and
that
on
which
their
the most interesting country to pre
Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton,
farm er’s radio
summer
home
is
located.
He
has
a
l
sent.
and Mrs. C. W. Proctor who have and daughter Margaret, and Miss
problems have
High Schools offer unlimited pos
been in Hyannis. Mass., for two weeks Dorothy Magune. motored Sunday to ready made a painting of Lincoln
been
at
last
Warren
who
has
lived
many
years
on
sibilities for training in world citiarrived home Friday.
Brunswick where they visited Robert
solved.
Mr.
Gibson's
island
and
one
of
Cap
[ zenship. The Federation endorses
Practically all
Dunton, a member of the freshman
Real Mountain Recording and
tain Edwin A. Eames, one of Islesthe teaching of the history of civiliof the country’s
Miss Thelma Blackington, Miss class at Bowdoin.
boro’s
oldest
citizens.
! zation. particularly in the social
leading
radio
Edna Ross and Miss Mary Lawrence
Broadcasting Artists
“
manufacture r s
studies, thus placing the history of
were home from the University of
Ruth Rhodes entertained several
each nation in the world in its in Morse Salisbury are introducing
Maine for the weekend.
playmates Friday afternoon at her
.
this fall a new
ternational setting.
home on Granite street as an observ
Mrs. Israel Snow, Miss Celia Brault ance of her 11th birthday. Games,
Schools in all lands are urged to and radically different type of “air
cell"
receiver,
em
ploying revolu
and Aime Beaudoin motored to Port music, dainty refreshments and a
teach with increasing emphasis the
AND HIS ALL STAR VAUDEVILLE SHOW
land Saturday, accompanied by birthday cake were enjoyed. Ruth's
machinery of peace, such as the tionary principles in radio engi
neering
to
elim
inate
features
Eloinine Beauvais who was returning guests were Charlotte and Priscilla
Hague Peace Conference, the League which caused farmers so much an
to Montreal after a visit of several Staples, Dorothy and Norma Frost,
of Nations and its outstanding noyance and dissatisfaction with
ON THE SCREEN
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Barbara Derry. June Miles, Cath
achievements, the World Court, the previous types of battery receivers.
Brault.
erine Jordan, Frances Marsh. Ruth
Locarno Treaty of 1925, and the
The air cell sets are causing
Thomas, and Dorothy Sherman.
various Arms Conferences with stress widespread interest in both agri
Dana Cummings who teaches in
upon the coming International Dis cultural and radio circles. Morse
Bangor spent the weekend at the
James Hall who has been a patient
armament Conference; and the Salisbury, of W ashington, D. C.,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cum at Knox Hospital for a week returned
bearing that all these have on world rural radio and agricultural au
mings.
to his home in Elmore Friday. Mrs.
thority, believes they will result
economic adjustment.
Hall was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
in a much wider use of radio by
• • »•
both for profit and pleas
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs and Charles Gregory a t Glencove mean
Foreign languages are the “keys" farmers
ure
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blakeley of time.
to the respective lands. When the
W riting in a current issue of
Rockport motored to Lakewood Sun
O ur Own Make— The First of th< Season
pupil has finished a two-year course The Farm Journal, Mr. Salisbury
day.
Misses Eva, Ruth and Madlene
he
should
have
a
distinct
knowledge
says:
Rogers entertained the N.&S. Club
of the people and country as well as
"This new type battery set, so
Mrs. Ernest Young returned to Wednesday evening at their home on
a
working
use
of
the
language
in
the promotion men tell me, will be
Boston yesterday after spending a Amesbury street. Bridge honors were
speaking
and
understanding
it.
a revelation to those of us who In
few days with her sister, Mrs. Henry won by Mrs. E. P. Jones, Mrs. Ray
Economics begun in High School former days wrestled with rheo
B. Bird, Broadway.
mond Cross and Mrs. Sherwood Wil
stats— or forgot to wrestle, with
starts
the
adolescent
mind
to
think
liams.
ing on world problems. The present them and burned out our tubes;
Mrs. Grover C. Knight and son
economic situation of overproduc who were forever either having to
John. Miss Alma Knight and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Harold Coombs, Mrs. Blake
tion of coffee in Brazil, of cattle in get the storage battery charged,
E. Knight were in Boston for the Annis, and Mrs. Paul Jones of Union,
Argentina, of wool in Australia; oil or buy a new set of dry cells to
weekend. On their return home they motored to Portland yesterday.
up the ‘A ’ power supply.
in Mexico; wheat in Canada; sugar freshen
were accompanied by Miss Mary
"In com bination, the ’air c e ll’
in Cuba are indeed tremendous prob battery
Duffy of Newton who is the gueift of
Mr, and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and
and the two-volt tube,"
lems but not greater than the mind he continues, "make a receiver
her sister, Mrs. G. C. Knight, Broad daughter Ebba, and Mr. and Mrs. Ad
of man can solve. Get our boys and that, I am told, actually gives just
way.
dison Stiles of Augusta, spent the
girls thinking early on these things a little better reception than the
weekend on a motor trip through the
CHILDREN
10 CENTS
PRICES
CHILDREN 0 CENTS
and they will know how to deal with i standard socket power sets, be
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams White fountains.
Matinee
Evenings
them.
and sons, Chilton and Ben Ames Jr.,
cause It’s free from that ’AC hum ’
Orchestra,
35c Orchestra,
50c
World friendship clubs are very [ so annoying to some.
of Chestnut Hill, Mass., are spending
Mrs. Basil Stinson, Mrs. I. W. Stin
Balcony,
25c Balcony,
35c
"I hope farm Incomes will be
numerous in the West. There are 38
a few days in Searsmont at H ard son and Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swan's
in Los Angeles schools with a mem large enough so that there will be
scrabble Farm, the former home of Island, have returned from a short
THURSDAY NIGHT
FRIIIA NIGHT
bership of 3000. They exchange, let a m arket— If the new sets fulfill
the late Bert McCorrison, the origi visit at Ox Bow with Mrs. William
ters with pupils in different coun claim s of the m akers— among the
nal "Chet McCauseland" of many of Osgood.
Old
Time
Fiddlers’
Old
Fashio ed Dance
Mr. Williams' stories. Mr. WilliAms.
tries—one school gave a prize of $5 farm people who appreciate more
Conk it
Contest
to a girl getting 82 letters from for, an a"* others the unique cersince the death of Mr. McCorrison,
Mrs. Guy Nicholas entertained at
—
J vice radio gives them—
Enter Your Names . low!
Enter Now!
has published “Letters from F rater dinner Sunday night with Mr. and
eign B countries.
They exchange
split-second connection with
nity," a collection of letters from Mr. Mrs. Clarence Shaw as honor guests.
school publications and newspapers. the"Amarkets;
H om e of P a r a m o u n t P ic tu re s
TODAY
McCorrison to the author, covering
They form Student Patriotic Clubs,
"A day-to-day personal contact
a Deriod of some years, practically all
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., holds
with members constantly alert to with leaders in farm and home
Wheeler & Woolsey
of them written a t Hardscrabble its first meeting of the season next
bring international news to the atten science;
in
Farm. This old homestead Mr. Mc Monday a t the home of Mrs. John
tion of all pupils.
“ A front-row-center-aisle seat
“Caught Plastered”
Corrison left to Mr. Williams in his I. Snow, Masonic street, with Mrs.
Some schools practice the ex in the theatre of entertainm ent,
will, and the latter will use it for a Anne Snow, regent, as hostess. The
Children’s Matinee Todav at 4
3 Shows Daily 3
change of pupils. Thirty boys from world events and culture; and
fishing and hunting lodge.
hour will be 2.30.
"Twite-a-day weather reports."
Cheffleld, England go to live in GerI

ATTENDED THREE CONVENTIONS

.2 9

Baker’s Extracts
Pillsbury's P

2

2923'

Chipso
Bartlett Pears

2

35'
29-

Rockwood's Cocoa
Puritan M a lt

19'
2 ,^ 8 9 '

F

E R .D A L E -

□

JANET GAYNOR

CHARLES FARRELL

“ MERELY
MARY
ANN”

S eed S o w n H ere

N e w T y p e R a d io
F o r F a rm U se

Falls In F ertile
Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful H arvest

THE HILL BILLIES ARE HERE!

“TheBlueRidge Ramblers”
I P

1

DA D WILLIAMS

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

SPECIALS

SAUSAG E PATTIES,
PIG’S LIVER,

LEG O F LAMB,
LAM B FORES,
CHOPS,
PURE LARD, P ound P ackages,
FAT BACK SALT PORK,

lb 20c

e
3 lbs 2 5 c
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

19c
11c
24 c
09c
09 c

Women
Go On
Forever

with CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG t d niARIDN NIXON

THIS MARKET WILL CiLOSE
W EDNESDAY AT NOION
GOING TO UNION FAIR

Perry’s Market

PA

•7

Everv-Of! e-
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ing the year from March to March
. will greatly increase winter driving,
to the benefit of business interests
Plates of 1931 Good Till everywhere.
The new law applies to all motor
March 1st, Operators’ Li vehicles.
A large supply of automobile plates
censes Essential Jan. 1st
for 1932 has been received at the state
Under the provisions of a law automobile registration office, having
been contracted for before the new
passed by the last Legislature chang law passed by the legislature. They
ing the time for registration of motor will be on hand to supply any persons
vehicles, owners of cars and trucks who may desire to secure 1932 plates
will not be obliged to secure new in ample season, but it is not exDectregistration until March 1, except in ed that there will be the usual de
mand for them.
the case of those who have special
I t should be remembered th at op
registration reserved each year and erators’ license must be secured by
having low numbers. This class must Jan. 1 as usual.
The new law allowing the use of
secure new registration by Dec. 1 if
seven day plates on cars purchased
they wish to retain their special has worked to the benefit of many
numbers.
people. The temporary plates issued
Owners of cars will be obliged to by the state and supplied to dealers
secure operators' licenses by Jan. 1 allow the purchaser of a new or used
as usual, but may run their cars and car to drive to his home which mav
be far away from the place where it
trucks until March 1 without the ex is purchased, pay his excise tax and
pense of registration.
secure registration at home.
Manv cars have been sold recentlv
The new system will be of consid
erable benefit to people who have I the dealers supplying the pasteboard
been obliged to pay their taxes, have plates, which cost but 50 cents, the
; new law. which went into effect in
been under heavy expense for Christ I .Tulv .being of benefit to the dealmas and other things incidental to last week for Waterville where he
the last of the calendar year, and will attend Colby College.
will enable many people who have
Federal specialists have devised a
been in the habit of putting up their
cars by Jan. 1 for the winter to modified and simplified test for the
make use of the vehicles during the pullorum disease that tells in a m in
winter months. This new law mak ute or two whether a fowl is infected.

THE NEW AUTO LAWS

A

NEW NUMBER PLATES ?
The Rockland Series Next
Year W ill Run From
54,001 To 60,000
The Secretary of State's depart
ment has begun its preparations for
distribution of 1932 motor vehicle
license plates.
It was estimated that a total of
seven carloads would be required to
care for Maine registrations in 1932.
The plates come from Bellevue, Ken
tucky.
Fifty thousand of the new plates
having white numerals on a green
background, were in the first carload
shipment. Of these 14.000 will be
held in the S tate House. The first
7000. held as “reserved" numbers, are
available to persons who make appli
cation before Dec. 1. Previously but
5000 plates were reserved for this
purpose.
Distribution of the plates to regis
tration centers in Maine will be made
by State trucks. Plates numbering
from 14.000 to 34.000 will be shipped
to Portland: Auburn will receive
plates 34.001 to 44.000; Bangor. 44.001
to 54 000 and Rockland from 54.001
to 60 000. Plates numbers for the
Presque Isle center have not been ar
ranged.

iTenants Harbor D ays
I had the pleasure of entertaining
for a few moments recently a former
fellow-townsman. William J. Hatton
of Los Angeles. He has lost none of
his interest in his old hom e port of
Herring Gut, even after an absence
of 44 years. I was able to obtain a
lot of valuable information as to what
is doing in my old home town. One
item related to where the new base
ball park is located—not where I
had it in mind at all. I gave him a
copy of Liberty, containing "The
Mystery of Tenant's Harbor." prov
ing th at the village is getting inter
nationally known.
As Mr. Hatton was 24 an d I only
13 at the time the tragedy a t the Har
bor occurred, his recollection of it
may be better than mine; but as Dad
was one of the hick detectives on the
job. and wrote it up daily in his
diary. I have a working knowledge
of what was happening from day to
dav. more than 53 years ago.
Mr. H atton has the advantage of
me in having remained 13 years long
er than I did in St. George. He was
33 when he shook the dust off his
shoes, I only 20 when I did th e same.
I mentioned the Nova Scotia “Jake”
which came ashore many years ago
on Mosquito Island loaded with
boxed herring. Did he remember it?

He sure did. He wrecked her, took
the herring out of the boxes, dried
them out on the flakes and boxed
them up again. But he made the
mistake of not driving the nails in
the old holes, thereby showing the
herring had been reboxed. He sold
them how’ever to unsuspecting coun
trymen. from St. George to Waldo
boro.
He knows the history of the old
schooners better than I do. having
i sailed in manv of them. Age has not
dimmed the least his recollection of
the happenings in the town of St.
George prior to his going to Califori nia. 44 years aeo. May he make
! many return pilgrimages to “the Gut"
before he sails his ship for the Isles
of the Unknown.
Boze
i Somerville, Mass.
“DEAR ROBERT EMMET”
Lovers of Ireland and its history
will be interested to know that “Dear
Robert Em m et" a biographv of Erin’s
most fascinating and romantic hero,
will be published Oct. 29 by Vanguard
Press. The life was written by R. W.
Postgato, brilliant young British
author. So long as “all the world
loves a lover,” hearts will beat faster
at the recollection of Emmet sacri
ficing his chance of escape because of
love for his sweetheart, Sarah Cur
ran. The work is sympathetic but
factual, and is as moving as a great
novel.

Value You Can’t Resist!
The N ew 1 9 3 2

PI.

■ .■ ■

ba la n c e d s u p e r h e t e r o d y n e

Seven T u b e

BABY GRAND
w ith th e P e n to d e Tube!
O N LY

A

«

9 5

C O M P L E T E w ith tubes!
W hy put up with an obsolete set when you can have a brand n ew , 1932
Philco Baby Grand at such a sensationally low price? It’s the FIR ST and
ONLY big-performing balanced superheterodyne offered at this amazing
p nce

BIG DEMAND-COME EARLY!
V A LU E— V A L U E — V A LU E! A nd everyone knows it, too! So com e early
and be sure of getting your choice of the m any new models on display. Be
in tune with the times— own a PHILCO BA L A N C ED
SUPERH ETERO -

9-Tube Lowboy
A beautiful creation. Includes four-point
tone control,

oversize electro-dynam ic

What a v a lu e ! MORE (or y o u r money than an y other radi
on the m arket. A 7-tube screen grid set using th e new pen
tode power tube, illustrated station recording dial. Philcc
tone control, and highly-efficient electro-dynamic speake
AND— rem em ber, it’s a BA L A N C ED SUPERHETERC DYNE!

EASY
TERMS

A lso

available

$8

9

.7 5

T o m ak e it still easier t o ow n a new, 1 9 3 2 Philco.
we offer the EASIEST TERMS IN T H E CITY!
Small dow n payment a n d the balance arranged
to suit your pocketbook. Terms as lo w as $2
down.

,

PHILCO

To

Threat To Gov. Roosevelt’s Strength
Is Seen In Missourian’s Action

The key to success

Speculation over Democratic Presi
dential prospects again embraces the
name of James A. Reed, former U. S.
Senator from Missouri.
Two newspapers, the Kansas Citv
Star and the St. Louis Globe-Demo
crat, said Reed would make an active
bid for the Presidency in 1932 and
observers saw in the situation a
threat to the political strength of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Governor of
New York.
The former Senator declined to
make a formal statement, but an 
nounced th a t he had informed a St.
Louis inquirer he would “consider it
a compliment” to have the Missouri
delegation pledged to him at the next
Democratic National convention, as
it was in 1928.
Later it was announced that in
view of Reed’s stand, plans for form
ing the Roosevelt club had been
abandoned.

Not infrequently the key to business suc
cess is the right banking connection The
happy combination of ample resources,
willingness to cooperate, officials who
understand you and your business,
smooths many a rough road and makes
success easier. We try to operate this
bank in such a way that it will be of real
assistance to our depositors and customers

RADIO

C&mden, Rockport, U nion, Warren, Vinalhaven
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P H ttC O -^ T H W o r ld 's

II*-

L a r g e s t S e llin g

I*

Company
RO CKLAND

SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

<T « .
i t

S E C U R I T Y • T Rt U S T

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks

R a d io C lu b

$235.00

Rev. H. F. Huse.

THE PLOT THICKENS

J o in O u r

$36.50

Adella F. Veazie
The twin cities of Auburn and
(Sketch Number Three)
Lewiston are making careful prepara
One of the finest scenic sections of
tion for the entertainment of the
Maine is the Upper Kennebec region,
(Number Twenty-Three)
the gateway to which is Bingham.
annual State Sunday School Conven
"Round the Gall Bush.” You have
In order to get to Bingham from
tion which holds its sessions at the
Greenville one retraces his route all doubtless heard the expression but High Street Congregational Church,
over No. 104 to lower Abbott, where how many of you know where the
Auburn, Oct. 7-9.
he swings to the west over route 149 place is or why it is called so?
After you pass through Rockville,
Oct. 8, Lewiston becomes the tem
through Kingsbury, and a five mile
hill into the busy thriving town of or
.. as we. „used to „call it, "the head of porary hostess of the convention
Bingham. Always Bingham has been the P°nd- and a*ter y°“ pass an an - when the delegates make a trip to
this, but doubly so since the Wy. , « en t cemetery the next point of inman Dam construction.
* a Pretty little pond, sur- the campus of Bates College follow
Wyman Dam is a big one. It is r°u? ded
manJ tWfeTent k‘nds °f ing the afternoon session of the con
vention.
big in cost, more than $15,000,000
d duan
‘
Tlie convention theme “Widening
having been expended upon it. It is pond lilies floating on the surface of
be
emphasized
big in power development—100,000 the water in July and August,, where Horizons” will
they
are
much
more
beautiful
than
| horse power available at the push they ever are again, for after they are throughout the three days, in the de
, of a button. Out of the Kennebec at taken from their native element they votional periods, conference groups,
this point has been created a beauti never seem the same to me, but look main addresses and in the suppers
held each evening with speakers par
ful lake 14 miles long.
homesick and unhappy.
ticularly fitted to present these
Many are the times I have trav
Around this pond in former subjects.
eled over the Bingham-Forks-Jack- times grew large quantities of “black
Each afternoon will be devoted to
man highway alongside the noble alder,” as it is usually called, though
Kennebec. Once on the stage when it is not an alder at all, but prinos, or conferences, while th e morhing
we met a red automobile and driver winterberry. Its red berries in au- sessions will be given to convention
Wharf lost the reins on 2ie leaders | tumn render it very conspicuous, and business. The annual reports of the
I stage and occupants were all but
they are very bitter the bushes officers of the Maine Council of
! precipitated into the Kennebec at were often called “gall bushes," and Religious Education, with a review
a dug-way nine miles up the road this locality became generally known of the year just closing, will be pre
Fortunately when the pole snapped as “the gall bush," so you are going sented on the morning of Oct. 8. The
like a toothpick—rlvermen aboard “round the gall bush” whenever you report of Rev. Ernest W. Robinson,
executive secretary since April 15, fol
jumped and grabbed the horses and go round that little pond.
lowing the resignation of Rev. James
• • • •
we were saved from being dumped
F. Laughton, will be presented at
down a 20-foot embankment into the
I wonder how many know that un th a t time, also.
Certificates of
deep, swift waters of the river.
derneath that road bed there are
Nine miles above Bingham is the quantities of logs, or their remains, honor will be presented by the Coun
place where the old Arnold expedi for this or a large part of it was cil’s president, Rev. Leland A. Ed
tion crossed the Kennebec in its once a “corduroy” road built up on wards, to schools making a contribu
disastrous
invasion of Canada. a swamp with logs for ballast or un tion of 10 cents per capita to Inter
Though it failed it awakened such derpinning. Before a general im denominational Sunday School work.
fears in the hearts of the British that provement of roads became the order The election of officers will take
Friday.
it hastened the end of the war.
of the day, I have ridden over this place
Out of town leaders who will par
The old road along here was road in a wagon, feeling the bump df
beautiful. Now it is buried under every log as we passed along, though ticipate in the program include Miss
water and is a t times the bottom of even then they were fully covered Helen Grace Murray of Boston, a
the lake. However with the wonder with earth and could not be seen. member of the staff of the Congre
ful new black road dug out of the Since that time a good many tons of gational Education Society; Hon.
side of the mountain, and the lake earth have been piled above them, Alexander Brin, Boston, Editor of The
Advocate; Rev. Alvin C. God
created with timbers cut out, a land until not a trace of the old logs can Jewish
D. D.. New York, executive sec
scape has been created in every way, be perceived. Seldom do we see a dard,
of the World Peace Commis
it would seem, the equivalent of the “gall bush" in that locality for with retary
of the Methodist Episcopal
old. Into this lake the plan is to the steady progress in road improve sion
Church, and Miss Mary Alice Jones
plant year by year a million trout ment gall bushes, withe-rod bushes, of Chicago, Children's Division Su
and salmon until these waters offer wild cherries, which were once so perintendent of the International
profuse, have all been cut down and
the finest fishing in Maine.
• • • •
burnt, leaving a wide smooth road; Council of Religious Education.
Three miles in from Caratunk and but there are still many interesting
THINGS ARE CHEAPER
17 miles from Bingham is Pleasant plants and shrubs left standing and
Pond. There are six or seven Pleas in autumn the fuzzy wreaths of our
People who argue th a t they can’t
ant Ponds in Maine but none com native clematis or virgin's bower, mav see wherein food prices have declined
in abundance.
pares with this one in Somerset still be found there
very much in recent years should
*• • •
County. Years ago John Burroughs,
study a sign recently hung out by a
It
has
always
seemed
strange
to
me
the famous naturalist, spent the
merchant in a little town near Austin,
that
this
plant
is
not
more
often
month of August at Moxie Pond. On
Texas. The sign reads;
__
___________________
____
cultivated
in
gardens,
for
it
has
a
the way to Moxie he spent ten days
“In 1918-19 one hundred pounds of
at Pleasant Pond. He 'tells about "it j Pretty white blossom in summer and cugar
cost $33 33. Today this Tablein a Taste of Maine Birch in Signs , *n autumn it throws a veiling mantle Load of Merchandise is yours for the
and Seasons. The pond covers four j ° ver
unsightly objects; and the same money!” And here's what he
square miles. Over across are the | *®athery seeds have a weird beauty of has oiled on that table: 100 pounds of
Pleasant Pond mountains.
A n d ! their own. which is fascinating to sugar, 100 pounds flour. 48 pounds
blueberries!
W hat picking there suc" a degree that I have known salt, 32 pounds of shortening, V.
was on these mountains one sea- ( persons to uproot the whole vine for pound tea. *4 pound coffee, 2 pounds
son. I picked a ten-quart pail full | ^ e . sake
wreathing the feathery o tb 'r coffee, 2 pounds cocoa, 3 pounds
in an hour and ten minutes.
^ ds ,0VeL a do°rway or a picture. soda bottle of catsup. 3 bottles snuff,
Pleasant Pond is a great earthen
a thoughtless vandalism, for 12 bars of soap, 1 gallon vinegar, 1
bowl of spring water. "It is the only ’ while it does not harm the plant to quart pickles, 1 bottle mustard, 2 cans
strictly silver lake I ever saw," sa id ! CUt» \
branches one wishes, it '■almon, 3 cans tomatoes, 1 can baking
Burroughs. He found exquisite dea“ d _qu te„ likely newder, 2 packages washing powder,
light, as others have done, in canoe- ™ ,s ‘‘ ,° * “"rooted. So take what *4 pound pepper, 2* pounds bacon, 6
along
,' L
boxes matches, 1 gallon syrup, 1 box
down through its translucent waters
roots,
so that another vear when you shotgun shells. 2 packages corn
to depths 30 to 40 feet. Under the pass this
way the plant will still flakes, 1 package breakfast oats, 1
mountain the lake is 186 feet deep. greet you and add to the pleasure of pair ladies’ stockings. 1 pair men’s
If you wish to get cold water from your ride.
oxfords, 1 pair overalls, 1 shirt and
the bottom of s » h a lake lower a
“Over on the kiln road" is another one $5 bill.
’°ca5itV well **known "'to'* dweflerTin
MAINE IS ELATED
and then when way down shake it th at vicinity, but sounding somewhat
until the nose comes up—and up will mysterious to the uninitiated. “In 
At the business sessions of the
come the bubbles—and then you gram's Corner” is a name which some
haul up your spring water from the of the dwellers in West Rockport American Legion Auxiliary in De
bottom of the lake. The foothills bitterly resent, but th a t is what it troit. Mrs. Agnes Bourisk of Sanford,
of Moxie mountain—the second was generally called as far back as I 1 former State president, was named
one of the first vice presidents.
highest mountain in Maine I believe. can remember.
2900 feet—come down to the shores
If you want to find “the kiln road.” , Maine is quite elated over the honor.
of this pond. Eastward one sees Bald go to Ingram's Comer and when you
Mountain and to the westward far reach the square take the southern dozens of luxuriant “gall bushes,"
away the pyramid tops of Bigelow road, past the school house, and at and here, provided the birds have not
mountains named after Capt. Bige the first fork thereafter keep the beaten you to it, you can gather a
low of the Arnold expedition.
right hand road and you will find the sufficient quantity of scarlet-berried
How many know where the tallest old kilns only a short distance ahead. branches to decorate your house from
falls in Maine are located? They are You will also find, a little farther on, . top to bottom if you wish.
Moxie Falls on Moxie stream. One
can reach them just a few rods from
the road on the way from the Forks
to Moxie Lake. They have a drop of
91 feet.
On either side of the Kennebec
River are wonderful ponds and lakes
for fishing. There are the Rowe
Ponds, the Carry Ponds, the Otter
Ponds, big Pierce Pond where they
take out
16-pound land-locked
salmon. Then there is Moxie Pond,
Big and Little Austin, Big and Lit
tle Dimick, and Baker Pond.
Yes Maine is beautiful.

North Haven.

W e carry a com plete lin e o f
P hilco B a lanced Superhetero*
d y n e 7'tube, 9*tube a n d 11tu b e models!

P h ilc o s

Sunday School Workers To
Have Annual Convention
In October

Prom ocean blue to mountain crest,
A paradise thou art;
Loveliest scenes beyond compare.
Blest homeland of my heart.

COMPLETE WITH T U B E S

O th er

R am bles
A f ie ld

Steep m ountain trails lead up to heights
Where, with enraptured gaze
One views the handiwork of God
And lifts a song of praise

in Baby

Grand cabinet for 69.50 com plete.

Does Rev. H. F. Huse, North
Haven Pastor, Tell of His
Vacation Trips

In lakes and rivers, hills and vales
No fairer place I know;
Go north, go south, go east, go west,
In all this world below.

speaker. A powerful screen grid super
heterodyne.

IN THE TWIN CITIES

WITH FLUENT PEN

□

R. W . TYLER
PHONE 58-23

Financial Institutions, Inc. is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 13 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $95,000,000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions, Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
In banking and financial operation.

